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Abstract 
The Quorum Café is an elevated dining experience for faculty and staff located in the historic 

Higgins House on WPIs campus. The goal of the project was to make recommendations to the café 
stakeholders to improve profitability and increase utilization through the inclusion of students. The 
project was completed using a three-step methodology that consisted of a student survey to gather data on 
dining habits and consumer behavior, a scenario analysis to evaluate the feasibility of adding students, 
and a business and marketing plan. Using the data collected from the survey and the analysis results the 
team recommended an operational structure to include students and support profitability and a marketing 
plan to communicate changes and increase student interest.  
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Executive Summary 

The Quorum Café is a dining service at Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI) providing 

a space for faculty and staff collaboration. The café, like most dining services at WPI, is 

managed by Chartwells, a food company that works with college campuses across the country. In 

recent years, Quorum has struggled to generate profit, and the café closed due to COVID-19. In 

the fall of 2022, The Quorum Café was reopened. 

The café is currently looking for new ways to utilize the space and generate a profit. To 

support this effort, the Major Qualify Project team investigated the inclusion of students as part 

of The Quorum Café experience. Our research was organized under three guiding questions. (1) 

Does the net tangible and intangible value of including students in Quorum Café positively 

impact the financials enough to justify the change? (2) How would Quorum Café change if 

students were added? What would be the impact of this change on operations and advertising? 

(3) What changes to marketing and outreach would need to be made to connect with students and 

increase engagement with Quorum Café?  

The team first gathered data on students' dining and social media habits through a survey 

distributed through classes and clubs of WPI. With over two hundred responses, the team was 

able to analyze the sample data to make estimates for the entire WPI student population. The 

survey data revealed that most responses came from first-year students, followed by sophomores, 

graduate students, juniors, and seniors. Students preferred to buy their meals from different 

dining services at different times. Dunkin Donuts and Starbucks were mostly visited during 

breakfast, Morgan Hall, the Campus Center Subs, and the Halal Shack were frequented during 

lunch hours, and for dinner students went to Campus Center Food Court and Morgan Hall. From 

the group of students that reported they have a dietary restriction, the ones that were vegetarian 

or vegan found it stressful sometimes to find dining services accommodating their needs. 

Students reported they eat breakfast from 7 am to 11 am, lunch from 11 am and 2 pm, 

dinner from 5 pm to 8 pm, and they might grab a snack from 2 pm to 5 pm. For breakfast and 

snacks the students are not willing to spend more than five dollars, for lunch, they are not willing 

to spend more than fifteen dollars, and for dinner they are willing to spend at most twenty 

dollars. The students use at least nine to eleven meal swipes from Monday to Tuesday and three 
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to four swipes from Saturday to Sunday. The participants reported they’re willing to spend time 

at a café to do homework and relax. Regarding media, the students primarily receive news 

updates about WPI from email, social media, posters, and on-campus Bulletin Boards. Still, they 

tend to check email and Instagram several times a day. They are also more likely to search for a 

dining place online before visiting and looking up the menu options. 

The team addressed the impact of including students on Quorum Café operations through 

the creation of five businesses scenarios based on expert knowledge gathered from interviews 

with Chartwells management and student survey data. The first scenario was to run the café 

under the same hours but allow students as well (all-inclusive), the second created lunch hours 

for students preserving the faculty only breakfast (student lunch), the third included continuing 

the current operating hours as well as creating a late-night period (all-inclusive and nights) , the 

fourth only included students in the night period (student nights), and the final scenario had 

students included for lunch and the late-night period (student lunch and nights). To predict the 

success of each scenario, the team first conducted a market assessment that analyzed the 

potential market size for each meal, revealing the largest interest in lunch and dinner by students. 

Following the market assessment, the team conducted a break-even analysis to find the minimum 

number of sales required for each scenario to be profitable. Based on significant assumptions, the 

breakeven analysis suggested the all-inclusive scenario and the student lunch and nights scenario 

had the least number of sales needed with 11.43 and 10.9 sales per hour respectively. At this 

stage of the analysis significant variability and uncertainty existed with the data available to the 

team, so to address this and improve the accuracy of our models the team conducted two rounds 

of monte carol simulations. The first used standard three-point estimates for unknown factors 

including sales per hour, average sale price, food cost, and faculty sales. Each scenario was 

simulated with five thousand iterations.  

The first round of simulations suggested only the student lunch and night scenario would 

be profitable. Based on the distribution of outcomes the team was able to access the potential risk 

of each scenario and conclude that despite not being profitable the all-inclusive scenario was 

most concentrated over zero and therefore incurs the least risk. This analysis helped address 

assumptions made by the group but could still be improved. 
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The second round of Monte Carlo simulations further increased the accuracy of the 

analysis by fitting the distribution of sales prices to the willingness to pay reported in the survey. 

Under these conditions the all-inclusive and student lunch and nights scenario were profitable 

with an average simulation output of approximately $7,000 and $1,100 annual profit 

respectively. Under these conditions the two scenarios also had preferable outcome distributions 

of outcomes, which suggested they were the least risky scenarios. 

To best recommend a scenario to the Quorum Café and its stakeholders the team 

completed its scenario analysis with a decision matrix that considered economic performance, 

campus impact, and impact on professors. The scenarios were compared to the existing no 

change choice to evaluate if the inclusion of students results in a net positive outcome. After 

completing the decision matrix, the team recommends the student lunch and night scenario 

structure over the all-inclusive or no changes at all. 

Using the structure from the student lunch and nights scenario the team created a more 

complete business plan that addresses the major features of the new space and assessed the 

internal and external factors most likely to affect the business. The team recommends the 

Quorum Café continue to run faculty and staff only breakfast but add two more service periods: 

an all-inclusive lunch and a student-only late-night shift. The new Quorum Café would serve 

similar food to current operations but should make accommodations for vegetarian and dairy-free 

students, the largest two food restrictions reported in the survey. The team also suggests the 

Quorum enable collaboration by increasing the per table seating size and adding more outlets to 

the space. The proposed model was further accessed using a business model canvas, S.W.O.T 

analysis, and PESTLE analysis. These tools revealed the proposed model is relatively protected 

from external factors but must closely consider changes to WPI. The model benefits from 

offering an exclusive food and dining atmosphere during exclusive hours when compared to 

other on campus options. However, the historic nature of the building and its limited size make it 

difficult to accommodate students and staff if demand is high. 

Following the scenario analysis and business model evaluation, a marketing plan was 

developed based on the data collected from the distributed survey. The first step of the marketing 

plan was to identify the customer segment by analyzing the students’ WPI status. The selected 
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groups: first-year students, sophomores, junior, seniors, and graduate students were analyzed 

based on where they live, how often they visit campus, what type of meals they have bought, and 

the usage of meal swipes in a week. Based on the observations made on similarities and 

differences of the groups, the juniors and the seniors were grouped together as upperclassmen.  

The 4 p’s of marketing: product, price, place, and promotion supplied a framework to 

build the marketing strategy for the suggested recommendations. Product analyzed how often 

other dining places are visited by students to buy their meals and students’ dietary restrictions. 

Price analyzed the collected responses on willingness to pay for meals. Place analyzed what the 

café could provide beside meals and promotion identified the best media to use for advertising 

the café. Furthermore, time marketing determined the timeframe considered for exposure time 

and strategy use to run the social media accounts. 

At the end, the team provided a list of recommendations based on the data collected from 

the students and scenario analysis. The best media to spread the word about Quorum would be 

email and social media accounts such as Instagram. An email newsletter would include the café’s 

location, menu, and hours of operation to inform the students about Quorum’s services. Social 

media marketing would advertise content showing the physical location of the café and 

atmosphere of the place, while Instagram would help building up engagement with students and 

WPI members. The interior of the café should be redesigned to accommodate a larger number of 

customers during lunch and dinner. The menu should include vegan or vegetarian options to 

accommodate the group of students having a stressful time finding alternative options on 

campus. Furthermore, the menu option should be tested for at least a year to understand which 

options are more popular with the customers. The months during the summer break would help 

with planning the layout and purchasing the necessary furniture. Meal swipes should be 

considered as a payment possibility based on the amount of meal swipes used by first-year 

students and sophomores.  
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1.0.0 Introduction  
The Quorum Café was first opened on the Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI) campus in 2017. 

The café is inside Higgins House (see Figure 1), a historic mansion donated by Mrs. Aldus Higgins to 

WPI in 1971. The Higgins House is a campus building that holds Alumni Offices, Foundation 

Relationships, Community Relationships and The Quorum Café. When The Quorum Café opened in 

2017, the space offered a bistro-like menu with soft seating and an elegant atmosphere exclusively for 

faculty and staff (Quinn-Szcesuil, 2017). According to original team organizer Mark Richman, The 

Quorum Café set out to be a space “for faculty and staff to meet others whose campus paths would not 

otherwise cross” where “they can leave their offices to come and work in a comfortable environment that 

is social” (Quinn-Szcesuil, 2017). Despite some success towards this goal, The Quorum Café has 

struggled to keep consistent popularity over the years and has not yet been profitable. 

 

Figure 1: Map of WPI Campus and Quorum Cafe 

When the Quorum Café first opened it was available to faculty and staff only from 7:30 A.M. to 

2:00 P.M., Monday to Friday. The Café was advertised as an elevated dining experience on campus with 

a variety of café style dining options exclusive to the location. In addition to soft seating and higher end 

crockery, Quorum offered coffee and espresso drinks specifically curated for its customers, as well as 

sandwiches, pastries, and soup. Unfortunately, despite these attributes the Quorum did not keep sufficient 

revenue to be profitable. 

According to information provided by Dean of Students Emily Perlow, the proposed business 

plan for Quorum Café accounted for an average of 105 customers per day spending $8 per visit. At these 
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estimates there was an expected revenue of $47,830 a year and an expected operating cost of $138,426, 

resulting in an annual net loss of $90,596 (see Appendix A). The losses were expected but considered 

acceptable for the intangible benefits Quorum offered. The uniqueness of Quorum and the value it added 

to the WPI community justified the initial loss, but eventual profitability was expected of Quorum. 

Unfortunately, actual sales have been far lower than predicted with only $3,700 in net sales 

reported in the 2022 fall semester. Eventually, the lack of sufficient popularity coupled with the COVID-

19 pandemic forced the café to close in 2020. During the pandemic, the space remained vacant and was 

rarely used except for isolated events such as alumni reunions. 

Eventually, as the pandemic slowed down and normal operations resumed at WPI, The Quorum 

Café was reopened at the beginning of B-term (October) in 2022. Even though The Quorum Cafe is open 

again, the challenges around profitability and the role of space remain. At the beginning of 2023, The 

Quorum Café is open 7:30 A.M. to 11:00 A.M, Monday through Friday for faculty and staff as a test to 

determine if there is sufficient demand. Due to reduced hours and low demand, the café is still running at 

a loss. 

The role of The Quorum Café has been examined by the Dean of Student’s Office and a project group 

from a WPI graduate marketing course. The data gathered supplied detailed accounts of faculty and staff 

opinions of the Quorum prior to reopening. However, earlier work did not consider students. In this MQP, 

we examined how having students as customers could increase financial viability and might change the 

experience of the café.  

This project examines the financial and intangible impacts of allowing students to use Quorum 

Cafe. The main question this project sought to answer is “What is the role of The Quorum Café at WPI, 

and can it be profitable?”. We answered this question based on survey data and present the impact of 

including students as customers in the Quorum. Our objectives were to answer the following research 

questions: 

1. Does the net tangible and intangible value of including students in Quorum Café positively 

impact the financials enough to justify the change? 

 

2. How would Quorum Café change if students were added? What would be the impact of this 

change on operations and advertising? 
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3. What changes to marketing and outreach would need to be made to positively affect students 

and increase engagement with Quorum café? 

The project achieved these objectives by leveraging interdisciplinary research. Each project 
team member has a different specialty in business and data analytics. By combining the disciplines of 

economics, operations, and marketing, the team supplied a complete analysis of how the Quorum Café 

could become a viable dining facility on campus with tangible and intangible benefits for the 

WPI community. 
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2.0.0 Background  

In this section, we explain how dining services on college campuses in the United States have 

changed over the years, we discuss the specific stakeholders of The Quorum Café and the basics of how 

the space has run in previous years. We also present the necessary background to understand the data 

collection and analysis methods. 

2.1.0 Dining Services on College Campuses 

Dining services on college campuses have evolved over the years. The first dining hall in the 

United States was introduced by Harvard University in 1624 and since dining halls have become more 

than just a place to eat food (Williams, 2019). Back in the day, most colleges had one or two cafeterias on 

campus, while today students can find several options to grab food from or have a place to meet with the 

community. Furthermore, colleges want to have dining services that offer a variety of food options and 

meet the preferences or dietary restrictions their populations might have. According to the 2019 College 

and Universities Consumer Trend Report, students are more likely to buy meals from dining halls if they 

offer healthy, diverse options, and decent quality food (Williams, 2019).  

Colleges and universities tend to generate money from food on campus through the meal plans 

offered to students; therefore, they want to maximize students’ use of dining services. Besides several 

options in venues and food items, the location where the dining services are found also plays a role in 

drawing students to buy meals on campus. Depending on the time of the day or the day of the week, 

students might prefer to go to different places (Klassen et al, 2005). In the morning, students might prefer 

to grab a quick drink or snack at a location that is not far away from their class, but during lunch time 

students might be willing to walk a longer distance and go to a location where they can meet with other 

peers.  

To decide which locations to choose on campus for dining services, colleges can map where 

students spend their time outside of residence halls and academic buildings. In 2017, Clemson University 

built dining halls by looking into where students spend most of their time and how long would it take 

them to walk from these locations to the potential places, they could have had the dining hall (Helmer, 

2018). Colleges have also attracted students to their dining locations through seating, food experiences, 

and flexible venues. In their dining halls, Duke University offers different sitting options such as: booth 

and bar-high tables for students who want to socialize, traditional dining tables for group projects, and 

sofa and armchairs for students that want to have a comfortable place to sit (Helmer, 2018). On the other 
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hand, University of Michigan gets students excited about eating on campus by having one-night-only 

menus at various locations on campus and covered by their meal plans, while Tulane University partnered 

up with local food trucks and national restaurant chains to serve students on campus as part of their meal 

plans (Helmer, 2018).  

At Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI), the dining services are managed by Chartwells. 

Chartwells is a food service company that works with college campuses across the country. Since every 

college is different from one another, Chartwells tries to customize every element of the dining 

experience to reflect the culture around the campuses and design spaces that create an environment to 

study quietly or gather with friends and family (Chartwells, 2022). WPI’s campus offers many different 

options starting with cafeteria-style dining in Morgan Commons, a food court on the Campus Center, the 

Goat’s Head Kitchen that offers more of a restaurant experience, the Quorum for faculty and staff, and 

places such as Dunkin Donuts, Starbucks, Melt Lab, Joy Empanadas for mostly grab and go. These 

venues are spread out throughout the campus, and they offer a variety of options that are gluten-free, 

vegan, and vegetarian friendly. On the “Dine on Campus” website, the WPI community can view the hour 

of operations for each location and their menu options. For most of the locations, the meal plans can be 

used by the community and Goat Bucks, using the WPI ID to pay for goods and services, is accepted. 

2.2.0 The Quorum Café and its Stakeholders 

The Quorum Café is in Higgins House on WPI’s campus, and it was created for faculty and staff 

to have a place for collaboration and relationship building. The café was first opened in 2017 and in 2020 

it shut down due to the COVID-19 pandemic and Quorum’s inability to generate a profit. Although it was 

an exciting place when it was first opened, the following years had few people visiting the café.  

Dean Perlow, a stakeholder and original organizer for The Quorum Café, explained that the café 

was built with the intention of having a quieter space for faculty and staff members only unlike other 

places on campus like Campus Center. The café was designed to serve coffee and food items at a higher 

price point compared to other on campus options such as Dunkin Donuts or Starbucks. The Higgins 

House was chosen as the location of Quorum because of the unique atmosphere and the coziness it offers. 

However, for some faculty members this location was inconvenient because they parked on the other side 

of campus, or their offices were far from Quorum. The café is reserved for faculty and staff, so the 

marketing for the Quorum was done differently than for student inclusive dining locations on campus.  

As part of the WPI Today weekly emails, information about Quorum Café hours of operation and 

the daily menu was sent to faculty members. This email system was not specific to the café and contained 

https://dineoncampus.com/WPI
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a variety of information related to WPI but not the café. For added advertising, a Facebook page was 

opened, because faculty and staff use Facebook more than other social media, where the daily menus 

were posted on the account. Postcards were used to spread the word and campaigns such as suggesting a 

sandwich for a week were used to get the potential customers excited. Faculty members were also 

encouraged to use the place for events; however, it did not generate many customers. Serving alcohol 

after hours or evening events was considered as a possibility to be added to the café; however, a license is 

required for serving alcohol which is compounded by the fact a college campus is only allowed to hold 

two liquored licenses. The Goat’s Head previously held a liquor license that could potentially be switched 

for the Quorum to use.  

Chartwells manages all the dining services for WPI including the Quorum. We had the chance to 

interview Tracy Treadwell, the Chartwells’ regional Vice President. Tracy informed us there are two 

employees that run the café, one person in the front, who is the cashier and takes the orders, and one 

person in the back who is the chef who prepares the food. If the demand increases, one person might have 

to be added for maintenance in the back. Quorum has a space called the sunroom with cushions and 

couches. Considering the limited space, if students are part of the café, adding a few tables outside or the 

hall close to the café could create more seating space.  

2.3.0 WPI Students as a Population 

The WPI undergraduate and graduate student body are directly impacted by physical changes on 

campus and the extent of options available to them. The effects of on-campus dining spaces go beyond 

sustenance but also have a measurable impact on the physical and mental health of students. While WPI 

Dining services offers a variety of dining locations and styles there have always been gaps in the types of 

cuisine and the hours of availability. According to the Journal of American College Health, "Food 

insecurity is associated with poor mental health among college students, even after controlling for 

relevant confounders, and may need to be addressed in campus mental health and wellness efforts" 

(Hagedorn et al., 2018). While the hours without service may be limited, any gaps in food availability 

offer a potential negative impact on the student body. Inversely, students who are satisfied with campus 

dining options report lower levels of perceived stress and depressive symptoms. These findings suggest 

that campus dining services may be an important component of a comprehensive approach to promoting 

mental health among college students" (Saksvig et al., 2020).  

Since the pandemic, mental health crises have affected many communities.  and WPI is no 

exception. Students at WPI experience stress, anxiety, and depression, while the school has made a 
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commitment to helping navigate and treat these illnesses. Preventive measures around improving the 

student experience can always be taken (WPI, 2022). Diversifying student spacing and dining options is 

an opportunity to positively contribute to the WPI Student experience and help reduce stress and anxiety 

among students. 

2.4.0 Scenario Analysis for Decision Making  

Scenario analysis is used to understand consumer information data and use it to inform strategic 

actions. Scenario analysis provides present day decisions by exploring different possible plans that can be 

used in the future (Forum, 2017). Instead of focusing on one solution, scenario analysis allows 

examination of many possible outcomes or solutions to a proposed question. Furthermore, the 

implications drawn from the scenarios trigger discussions rather than serving as perspective outcomes.  

Scenarios can be built by choosing a main question that captures the core issue to be explored 

through the scenarios. Main questions help define the areas of research by clarifying the data gathered and 

exploring possible future outcomes. In their research, the World Economic Forum was looking into the 

future of global food systems. The focal question they chose for their scenario analysis was how food 

systems will nutritiously and sustainably feed 8.5 billion people in 2030 (Forum, 2017). They identified 

uncertainties related to the question, which were: social change, economic shifts, technology advances, 

environmental trends, and political developments. Out of the list of uncertainties, they identified the two 

most important and critical to focus the scenario analysis on, which were demand shift and market 

connectivity.  
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3.0.0 Other Quorum Café Studies  
Two significant bodies of work relating to the role of The Quorum Café on WPI’s Campus have 

been completed. The first is a survey conducted by the WPI Dean of Students Office that specifically 

addresses the relationship between faculty and staff and The Quorum Café. The second is a set of in-depth 

interviews conducted by a graduate marketing class on both faculty and graduate students. 

3.1.0 Faculty Survey by the WPI Dean of Students Office 

The faculty survey had mostly open-ended questions to get a better understanding of the 

satisfaction of the café to the participants and any suggestions they might have had to offer. Based on the 

responses that were supplied 186 out of 200 or 93% of participants had visited the Quorum previously. 

Another question asked was the net promoter score (Qualtrics, 2023), which is a way to assess if 

participants would satisfaction with a good or service.  The question was as follows, “On a scale from 0-

10, how likely are you to recommend the Quorum to a friend or colleague” with 21% of respondents 

being classified as detractors (gave a score from 0 to 6), 22% as passive (gave a score of 7 or 8) and 58% 

as promoters (gave a score of 9 or 10). This suggests the majority of respondent, those that answered in 

the promoters category, are loyal to the cafe and likely to recommend it to others, it also suggests those 

that answered passive are satisfied but not enthusiastic and may chose competitors over the café, finally 

those who answered as detractors are not happy with the space and will negatively affect growth 

(Qualtrics, 2023). 

The survey participants were asked about their level of satisfaction with the following features: 

menu variety, price, atmosphere, customer service, seating, opening hours and value. The results are 

shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Level of satisfaction for the features of Quorum café. 

In general, the participants were extremely satisfied with the atmosphere (64.6%) and customer 

service (76.2%). For the other features: menu variety, price, seating, opening hours, and value, majority 

were satisfied. Furthermore, a follow up open-ended questions was asked if the participants wanted to 

explain their answers further: 38 respondents said they would want café to change the hours the café is 

open, 17 participants said the serving staff was friendly or they enjoyed their service, and 11 participants 

said menu items were expensive. Some other participants said the that the menu items were limited, and 

they would like more food items to be added, the seating space was limited, and the tables were too small, 

and a few of the responders wanted to see the prices of the menu items on the emails they received. 

      One of the questions was about how much interest the participants had in the following potential 

changes: larger tables, farm-to-table menu, outdoor seating, availability of alcohol, soft cushion seating, 

food delivery, and dinner menu. One potential change that almost 45% of participants were extremely 

interested in was outdoor seating. There are a few categories where the numbers were close. Figure 3 

below shows the responses collected for this question.  
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Figure 3: Interests in potential changes Quorum Cafe 

When faculty and staff were asked what they liked the best about Quorum, the common answers 

were friendly staff (54 responses), the food and coffee served (75 responses), and the good atmosphere 

(51 responses). Some other features that were mentioned were design of the place such as: the fireplace, 

windows, and seating arrangements (30 responses), being a quiet place to meet (25 responses), a unique 

place for faculty and staff to meet (15 responses), being found at Higgins House (15 responses), and being 

inexpensive (5 responses). 

Another open-ended question was what faculty and staff would change about the Quorum. About 

46 responders mentioned that they would like the café to have longer hours of operation. 19 responders 

suggested expanding the seating by adding more seats inside or expanding it outside. 30 responders 

wanted to add more food items to the menu and 15 responders wanted the prices to be lower. Some other 

suggested changes were having the café be open during the winter and summer break when some faculty 

and staff are still working, add the daily menu to the website instead of being send by email, implement a 

system that allows ordering online, and being opened to everyone.  
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A potential change considered was the addition of locally sourced menu items in a question that 

asked, “If the Quorum were to offer all locally sourced menu-items would it make you more likely or less 

likely to dine there?” There were 168 responses. Most respondents said it would either not change the 

likelihood of dining at Quorum or increase it with only 5.4% saying it would make them extremely 

unlikely to eat there and 3% saying it would make them somewhat unlikely to dine there. The most 

common response was it would neither increase nor decrease the likelihood of them dining there. Most of 

the respondents said it would make them more likely to dine there with 32.7% saying it would make them 

somewhat more likely to and 22% said it would make them extremely likely to dine at Quorum.  

Although this survey supplies an insight into how the professors feel about Quorum it fails to 

answer the question to what extent would be affected by students joining the space. The original idea for 

the Quorum was for the faculty and staff to have a place where they could meet and connect. The survey 

does not specifically have a question about how faculty and staff would feel if they had to share the space 

with students. The only data about this was in the open-ended question about what faculty like best about 

café 15 wrote that they liked it because it was a place away from students. However, given this question's 

qualitative nature, it does not supply concrete insight into the faculty and staff's desires.  

3.2.0 Faculty and Graduate Student Interviews 

Research was conducted on satisfaction with the café from the faculty and staff perspective. 

Professor Shah’s graduate class, MKT 562: Marketing Research, conducted a series of interviews with 

faculty and staff during B-Term 2022 while the Quorum café had not reopened yet. During an interview 

faculty and staff were asked about their satisfaction with the hours of operation of the café, the menu 

items' quality and price, their experience at the café, and how they received news or updates about the 

place. In addition, the students also asked where on campus the interviewees would go generally to buy 

their meals.  

Some of the findings that came out of the interviews were that the café served as a “Get Away” 

space for faculty and staff to spend time outside classes or for buying meals, and the interviewees 

expressed dissatisfaction with working hours, the menu, and communication about Quorum. Overall, 

faculty expressed there is always food available on campus, however they are not happy with the quality. 

Furthermore, there is no space for social activities for faculty and staff which increases their stress levels, 

and although the café supplied a place for relaxing and everyone enjoyed spending time there, the hours 

of operations were not inclusive for everyone which limited the activities at Quorum.  
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A few of the interviewees were asked about their opinion on allowing undergraduate and 

graduate students into the café. Many of them were fine with students visiting the café, however they 

would want Quorum to expand to avoid any potential crowds in the café. A few interviewees said they try 

to avoid places on campus such as the Campus Center since they get crowded during lunch time and they 

would rather eat their meals in their offices or else somewhere that is quiet. At the same time, several of 

the interviewees were interested in going to the café when Quorum reopened.  

Based on the interview responses, the graduate students came up with a list of recommendations. 

Some of their recommendations included activities at the café such as music evenings, books, board 

games, and social events to create a more relaxing environment for faculty and staff. Moreover, it was 

suggested that communication between customers and the café could have been better, and some 

suggestions were offered: a mailing list and advertising more the specialties or the events taking place at 

the café to reach a broader audience. Other factors, such as the hours of operation could change to have 

the café open later in the afternoon and the menu options could be expanded to accommodate vegan and 

vegetarian customers.  
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4.0.0 Methodology  
The goal of this project was to (1) assess the viability of student inclusion in Quorum Café and 

(2) supply a recommendation for stockholders of how to implement student dining. To focus the project's 

efforts, the following research questions were defined by the team: 

• Does the nect tangible and intangible value of including students in Quorum Café positively 

impact the financials enough to justify the change? 

• How would Quorum Café change if students were added? What would be the impact of this 

change on operations and advertising? 

• What changes to marketing and outreach would need to be made to positively affect students 

and increase engagement with Quorum café? 

To answer the research questions and achieve the goal of the project the following steps were taken: 

1. Research Quorum Café  

2. Understand Student Dining Needs through a web survey 

3. Analyze the Viability of Potential Scenarios  

4. Develop a business and marketing plan for the quorum 

4.1.0 Research Quorum Café 

The subsequent exploration of student dining needs as it relates to Quorum Café and 

recommendations for marketing the café rely on a foundational understanding of the history of Quorum 

Café, the space itself, and its stakeholders. To achieve this objective the team conducted research on the 

history of Quorum, toured the space, and conducted interviews with stakeholders. 

Initial research was conducted using WPI website and social media to better understand the 

history of the space before it closes. This research was focused on understanding the dining style of 

Quorum Café and the type of food they offered. The website research deepened knowledge on the 

mission of space while research into the earlier social media about space revealed weekly menus and 

promotional offerings. This information was later used for context when making recommendations for 

changes to the space. 

Following the initial research, the team toured Quorum Café. The tour served to understand the 

physical space's current condition and limitations for change would exist based on the space itself. This 

was summarized as the front of the house limitations (dining area), the number of seats and amenities able 
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to be offered, and the back of the house (kitchen) limitations that focused on number of staff and types of 

cuisine that could be offered. 

 To deepen the knowledge of Quorum Café and understand the needs of the stakeholders, three 

expert interviews were conducted. The first with Regional Vice President of Chartwells the company 

responsible for dining services on campus. This interview was about an hour and was focused on 

understanding the limitations the project must work within and a more practical understanding of space's 

operations. The second interview was with the WPI Dean of Students. This interview focused on 

understanding the major stakeholders within WPI and the history of space on campus. The interview also 

served to help the project team understand what previous efforts had already been made and more 

closely understand the financial structure between WPI and Quorum Café. The third interview was 

conducted with the Director of Dining Services and a Chartwells manager and was used to acquire the 

necessary operation information including industry norms and expected costs. 

4.2.0 Understand Student Dining Needs 

After becoming familiar with Quorum Café and its stakeholders, an understanding of student 

dining needs and habits was needed to make a correct assessment of their impact. These data were 

gathered through an online survey. Surveys are a method to collect responses through a structured 

questionnaire with standardized questions (Ha et al, 2015). Other key factors that need to be considered 

are the survey mode and the survey sample. The survey mode is the contact method, or the medium used 

in collecting the data. Some of the survey modes that are the most used are: face-to-face, through the 

telephone, mail, website/online, and e-mail (Ha et al, 2015). The survey mode chosen for this project was 

an online survey.  

An IRB approval was used to ensure the ethics of the study. This approval process examines the 

survey and methods. The approval process takes around a week and allows the school to ensure that 

surveys are not done unethically. Based on the IRB protocol, anyone who is less than 18 years old should 

have signed informed consent from their parents, therefore the age limit on our survey was set to 18 years 

old. Furthermore, an informed consent was provided at the start of the survey informing the participants 

about the purpose of the study, the procedure, any risks associated with the survey and contact 

information of the investigators. 

To achieve this objective the team constructed and distributed a survey to a sample of students. 

Survey sampling is a process used to select a subset of individuals to represent a chosen population. 
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Research methodologists strongly recommend using probability sampling techniques to decide the 

sampling sizes (Ha et al, 2015). 

The first step in this process was to decide the necessary representative sample size for the 

student body. The team collected total population and demographic data from the WPI website Public 

Tableau. The WPI Tableau dashboard had information on size of each class, gender ratio, racial 

demographics, and international vs domestic student ratio. This Tableau data was used to calculate the 

minimum viable sample size on a finite population. See Table 1 for information on WPI student 

demographics. See Table 2 for desired number of respondents per demographic. 
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Table 1: The current WPI population by minority status and year 

Population 
   

Undergraduate Graduate Total 
Gender 

   

Male 3303 662 3965 
Female 1943 1400 3343 

Total 5246 2062 7308     
Ethnicity 

   

White 3337 896 4233 
Asian 624 115 739 
Hispanic/Latino 452 115 567 
Black/African American 143 74 217 
American Indian/Alaska Native 2 0 2 
Native Hawaiian/ Other Pacific Island 2 0 2 
Two or More Races 190 37 227 
U.S. Nonresident 366 734 1100 
Unknown 130 91 221 

Total 5246 2062 7308     
Class 

   

Mass Academy 50 0 50 
First Years 1479 0 1479 

Sophomore 1363 0 1363 
Junior 1144 0 1144 
Senior 1210 0 1210 
Graduate 0 2062 2062 

Total 5246 2062 7308 
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Table 2: Desired distribution and ratio per demographic of respondents. 

Sample Targets  
Undergraduate Graduate Total Ratio 

Gender     
Male 165 33 198 54% 
Female 97 70 167 46% 
Total 262 103 365  
     
Ethnicity     
White 167 45 211 60% 
Asian 31 6 37 10% 
Hispanic/Latino 23 6 28 8% 
Black/African American 7 4 11 3% 
American Indian/Alaska Native 0 0 0 0% 
Native Hawaiian/ Other Pacific Island 0 0 0 0% 
Two or More Races 9 2 11 3% 
U.S. Nonresident 18 37 55 16% 
Unknown 6 5 11 3% 
Total 262 103 354  
     
Class     
Mass Academy 2 0 2 1% 
First Years 74 0 74 20% 
Sophomore 68 0 68 19% 
Junior 57 0 57 16% 
Senior 60 0 60 17% 
Graduate 0 103 103 28% 

Total 262 103 365  
 

Using the formula for a sample size needed for a finite population, with a population of 7,308, an 

estimated population proportion of 50%, a 5% margin of error and a 95% confidence level it was 

calculated the sample size needed was 365 students: 74 first year, 68 sophomores, 57 juniors, 60 seniors 

and 103 graduate students (see Appendices B and C for calculations and formula). A sample size of 

365 was not feasible due to the scope of the MQP and 200 responses were considered a suitable target 

sample size. Data about other minority identities was gathered in addition to ensure that during the data 

gathering phase bias towards non minorities was reduced and tracked due to the often presence of this 

bias often seen in similarly conducted studies. 

The sample size calculated was used to decide how to distribute the survey. Based on the 

necessary sample the team found several methods of survey distribution: (1) Contact professors and 

distribute through classes, (2) Distribute through club leaders and (3) Distribute through the school 
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newspaper, Technews. Each of these methods of distribution supported meeting the necessary sample 

size and reflects the diversity on campus. See Appendix D for specific club and professor distributions. 

A Qualtrics survey (see Appendix E) on how to improve students' dining experience and 

increase the profit of the café was conducted. The introduction block covered the necessary background 

information about students and filtered respondents that were: (1) not current students, (2) that had 

already taken the survey, (3) did not consent to the terms of the survey, (4) were under 18 and (5) who did 

not eat meals on campus. The next block, meal plans, asked what if/what type of meal plan students have. 

The following block, café, (1) goes into what items students would want out of a café on campus such as 

what meal they would want it to serve, (2) when do they want it open and (3) what items they would want 

on the menu. After this section, a block dedicated to user behavior as it relates to social media was 

created. Similarly, this block focused on socials media platforms used, engagement with on campus news, 

and time spent using social media. These blocks helped to better describe the needs of WPI students and 

marketing insight necessary for communicating change. The next block was aimed to assess the value of 

different dining options for respondents and reflect the tangible and intangible value they can bring back 

to Quorum Café. The final block was demographics which covers undergraduate or graduate, class year, 

school of study, gender, race and ethnicity and domestic and international students. The race and ethnicity 

and gender questions were selected one or more and had a “I prefer not to answer choice”. The completed 

survey targets a 15-to-20-minute completion time and used question types most likely to get respondents 

to answer accurately. 

After the survey design was completed, a test sample was distributed; 33 students responded, and 

feedback was provided by the respondents. The first test provided feedback on the effectiveness of the 

survey and ensured any issues with its performance were fixed before the final mass distribution. This test 

using the methods mentioned previously the survey was distributed to the WPI students and remained 

active for 20 days then closed. The survey was then summarized and analyzed. The survey summary 

involved reviewing each question's findings independently and taking note of trends that stood out among 

the data.  

For the final survey, the data collected on the demographics was analyzed based on the students’ 

WPI’s status, gender identity, race, and if they were a domestic or international student. Overall, the 

demographics for class status were skewed towards sophomores and freshmen. The racial, international 

versus domestic and gender population representation was accurate for the demographics of WPI 

population. The demographic analysis was done by comparing the desired demographic amount for a 

particular subgroup to the actual population survey. The percentage difference was calculated.  
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The number of first years that responded was approximately twice the amount of the target ratio. 

This was likely due to the classes favorited by the team for their size are also generally classes taken by 

freshman, the larger classes are core classes taken by many students early on in a WPI their academic 

schedule. The ratio of desired sophomores to actual sophomore respondents was also skewed with 33% 

more respondents than the target proportion. Juniors, seniors, and graduate students were negatively 

represented with fewer respondents than needed. Juniors, seniors, and graduate students had 

approximately 40% less than the desired ratio. Table 3 breaks down the count and ration for each class 

status.  

Table 3: The number of respondents per class status compared to the target 

Class Status Count Ratio Target Ratio Difference 
Undergrad: First-year 74 0.418 0.202 1.066 
Undergrad: Sophomore 44 0.249 0.187 0.333 
Undergrad: Junior 16 0.090 0.157 -0.423 
Undergrad: Senior 16 0.090 0.166 -0.454 
Graduate school 27 0.153 0.282 -0.459 
Total 177    

 

Gender ratios defined by WPI did not include transgender students. This was different in 

comparison to our survey which was a check all that apply with several transgender identities included 

and a gender that. It was not clear if transgender students were excluded from the WPI survey or if the 

transgender students were grouped with a binary gender. To make accurate data comparison transgender 

students unfortunately were excluded from this demographic analysis. However overall, the number of 

students who identified as gender minorities was 8.1%, a large percentage of the population sampled. The 

binary genders were taken for the survey analysis and transgender students were excluded to correspond 

with the WPI demographic survey. See table 4 for gender demographics of survey respondents. 
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Table 4: The number of respondents per gender and percentage of respondents per gender 

Gender Identity Count Ratio 
Woman 75 0.4237 
Man 82 0.4632 
Transgender 5 0.0282 
Non-binary/Gender Non-conforming 11 0.0621 
Gender Fluid 1 0.0056 
Any gender not mentioned 0 0 
Prefer not to answer 3 0.0169 
Total 177  

 

Overall, the distribution of respondents per binary gender was accurate. Women had 4.4% more 

than the target ratio and men had 3.7% less than the target ratio. See table 5 for more information.             

       Table 5: The number of respondents per gender binary, percentage of respondents per gender 

Binary Gender Count Ratio Target Ratio Difference 
Women 75 0.477 0.457 0.044 
Men 82 0.522 0.542 -0.037 
Total 157 1 0.006 0 

 

The responses per International or domestic status were biased towards domestic students with 
the domestic students being 5.4% of an increased rate and 29.3%. See the table below for more 
information. 

Table 6: International vs domestic ratios 

Status Count Ratio Target Ratio Difference 
International 18 0.110 0.155 -0.293 
Domestic 146 0.890 0.845 0.054 
Other 1    
Total minus other 164    

 

Overall, the distribution of people who identified as white was 15% lower than the target ratio 

and all minorities except Hispanic were above the target ratio. See table 7 for more information. 
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Table 7: The number of respondents per racial minority and difference between target ratios 

Race/Ethnicity Count Ratio Target Ratio Differen
ce 

American Indian or 
Alaskan Native 0 0 0 0 

Asian/Pacific Islander 38 0.209 0.123 0.691 
Black/African American 9 0.049 0.036 0.364 
Hispanic 15 0.082 0.095 -0.130 
White/Caucasian 110 0.604 0.707 -0.145 
Middle Eastern  0 0 0 
Multiple ethnicity/Other 10 0.055 0.038 0.449 
Prefer not to answer 2 0  0 
Total 182 1 0.999  
 

4.3.0 Define and Analyze Scenarios for Including Students 

4.3.1 Create Realistic Scenarios 

The creation of the scenarios was based on the findings of the survey data and several likely 

methods that the café could use to generate a profit. The creation of the surveys focused on willingness to 

pay, mealtime preferences, and meal type preferences. The scenarios were comparted to reach other and a 

no change baseline scenario if no changes are made. 

4.3.2 Analyze Market Demand 

The second step in our analysis was to describe and characterize the market's willingness to pay. 

By taking the reported willingness to pay for each meal type and multiplying it out to the WPI student 

population the team was able to generate a potential market size by at each price point for each meal. This 

analysis was very generalized but was used to better target practical scenarios based on what scenarios 

would attract the most students. 

4.3.3 Break-Even Analysis 

The team also conducted a break-even analysis for each of the scenarios. A break-even analysis 

determines the point when revenue is equal to the cost, both variable and fixed, of running the business 

(Harvard Business Review, 2014). In our project we considered sales per hour as the units of analysis. To 

improve the accuracy of our estimate we ran a specific kind of break-even analysis called a multiproduct 

break-even analysis that accounts for the sales mix (U.S. Small Business Administration, n.d.). This 

approach allowed us to weigh the likelihood of different sales amounts. The team had to create estimates 
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for the costs based on the limited information provided in our interviews. We assumed a fixed food cost 

of 40% of revenue and added miscellaneous cost (paper and facilities) of 7% of revenue. Labor cost was 

broken into proactive labor cost which was equal to the hourly rate of each position times the operating 

hours and an additional tax and benefit cost equal to 42% of productive labor cost. The labor cost 

calculations were based on three positions cashier, cook, and dishwasher. The team also used last year’s 

faculty sales of $7,400 as fixed standard revenue. The team conducted this analysis using the standard 

features available in Excel. 

4.3.4 Monte Carlo Simulation 

Significant variability exists in our analysis as a result of limited data and variation among 

students. To account for variability and improve the accuracy for the next form of analysis the team 

utilized Monte Carlo simulations. It was understood that the accuracy of our initial estimates would not 

be high enough to draw meaningful conclusions however the upper and lower limits of many of the 

variables and the most likely outcome was known allowing us to run Monte Carlo Simulations. The name 

"Monte Carlo" comes from a famous casino in Monaco, where the technique was first used in the 1940s 

to analyze the probability of winning at roulette. In a Monte Carlo simulation, the system is modeled as a 

set of mathematical equations or models, and random samples are generated for the input parameters of 

the model based on their probability distributions. The simulation then generates multiple scenarios, each 

with a different combination of input parameters, and calculates the output for each scenario. By 

analyzing the distribution of outputs across all scenarios, the simulation can provide insights into the 

range of potential outcomes and the likelihood of different outcomes (Society for Industrial and Applied 

Mathematics, n.d.). We first ran the simulations using a standard three-point distribution for average sale 

price and visits per hour.  

The data generated by the survey enabled the team to run a second more accurate round of 

simulations using the known distribution of willingness to pay by meal. Using the “Fit Distribution” 

feature in the @Risk add-in used to run the Monte Carlo simulations the team was able to create a distinct 

and more accurate distribution of average sale amount based on the distribution of the sample.  

The two rounds of simulation allowed the team to account for variability in average sale amount, 

average students per hour, revenue generated by faculty, and cost. Modeling the variation in these 

variables improves accuracy but also provides an evaluation of risk. The distribution of each simulation’s 

outcome gave the team insight into which scenarios carry the most risk. 
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4.3.5 Decision Matrix 

Financial performance was not the only metric considered when determining the best scenario. 

Our team chose to use a decision matrix to compare the impact of each scenario on economic 

performance, changes to campus, and professors. A decision matrix is a tool used to evaluate and 

prioritize different options based on a set of criteria. It is a visual representation that helps individuals or 

teams make informed decisions by organizing and weighing different factors that influence the decision.  

The decision matrix allowed the team to use ranked performance and weighted importance to compare 

attributes of each scenario regardless of unit of analysis (Keller & Kotler, 2016). Much of the ranking of a 

decision matrix is subjective to the user so detailed scales explaining how to evaluate each scenario were 

included. The decision matrix provided the team with a means of choosing the best scenario based on 

some measurable result. 

4.4.0 Develop a Business Plan for the Inclusion of Students 

After completing an evaluation of risk and economic performance for the set of possible 

scenarios, the team developed a detailed business model and proposal that can be used describe business 

more as a whole and be used by stakeholders to make informed decisions about changes to The Quorum 

Café.  

The purpose of the business plan is to provide an overview of the business, in this case the 

Quorum Café, and it can serve as a blueprint for operating the business (Sanders & Huefner, 2011). The 

business plan can be written as a paper and prepared in a presentation to share with investors and lenders. 

There are a few points that must be included in the plan: (1) is there sufficient demand for the product or 

service, (2) what is the pricing strategy would be used, (3) what is the quality and service of the product 

or service, (4) how the product or service compares to the competition, and (5) how the product or service 

will be promoted. To answer these questions in an organized manner the team used the following tools. 

4.4.1 Business Model Canvas 

A business model canvas is a visual tool used to highlight the key elements of a business. There 

are nine main elements of a business model canvas. It was created by Alexander Osterwalder and Yves 

Pigneur in 2010 and first published in their book, Business Model Generation: A Handbook for 

Visionaries, Game Changers, and Challenger (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010). The nine main elements are 

as follows: 

Value Proposition: The products or services that the business offers and the unique value it 

provides to its customers. 
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Customer Segments: The specific groups of customers the business targets. 

Customer Relationships: The way the interacts with its customers. 

Channels: The channels a business uses to reach its customers. 

Revenue Streams: How the business generates revenue from its products or services. 

Key Resources: The resources required for the business to run, these can be physical 

infrastructure or people. 

Key Activities: The activities the business performs to deliver its products or services. 

Key Partners: The partners or suppliers that the business relies on to operate. 

Cost Structure: The costs associated with running the business, including operating expenses, 

overhead, and other costs. 

4.4.2 SWOT Analysis 

SWOT analysis is another tool that is used when creating a business plan. A SWOT analysis 

describes a company’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats. SWOT analysis was first 

introduced in the 1960s by Albert Humphrey, who was a management consultant at the Stanford Research 

Institute (now SRI International). Humphrey and his team developed the SWOT framework as part of a 

research project aimed at identifying factors that contribute to successful corporate planning (MindTools 

Content Team, n.d.). The four components of SWOT are as follows: 

Strengths: Internal Attributes that give the business an advantage over competitors 

Weaknesses: Internal attributes that put a business at a disadvantage to its competitors 

Opportunities: External factors that could help a business grow. 

Threats: External factors that could negatively affect a business. 

4.4.3 PESTLE 
A PESTLE Analysis is a tool used for evaluating the external factors that may impact a business. 

PESTLE stands for Political, Economic, Sociocultural, Technological, Legal, and Environmental factors 
(PESTLE Analysis, 2022).  The following are the explanation of each component: 

Political: Considers the impact of government policies, laws, regulations, and stability of the 

government. 
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Economic: Considers the impact of economic conditions such as inflation, interest rates, 

economic growth, and unemployment. 

Sociocultural: Considers the impact of social and cultural factors such as demographics, lifestyle 

trends, and consumer attitudes. 

Technological: Considers the impact of technology such as innovations, research and 

development, and the use of automation. 

Legal: Considers the impact of laws and regulations on the business, including changes in 

legislation or potential legal issues. 

Environmental: Considers the impact of environmental factors such as climate change, natural 

disasters, and sustainability practices. 

For the purpose of our project, the team focused the analysis around the WPI community. 

4.5.0 Develop a Marketing Plan 

In addition to the business plan, the marketing plan identifies the target audience, the most 

effective channels to engage with them, and help achieve the business goals. The focus of the marketing 

plan is to understand:  

• The customer segments 

• The positioning strategy 

• The marketing mix for Quorum Café  

             The customer segments were based on the participants WPI's status. After analyzing the 

differences and similarities between each status, the final customer segments were: first-year students, 

sophomores, upperclassmen (juniors and seniors), and graduate students. From the data collected, the 

differences between the groups were on the meal plans they had purchased, the usage of the meal swipes, 

and the places they chose to purchase their meals from. There were any significant differences on the 

times they chose to eat their meals, the medias they use, or their preferences for a café-style dining 

service.  

The 4 Ps of marketing provides a framework to build the marketing strategy (Lexa et al, 2006) 

and they will be used to create a marketing plan for the Quorum Café based on the data collected from 

each of the customer segments identified. The 4 Ps of marketing are: product, price, place, and promotion. 
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4.5.1 Product  

One of the 4 Ps is a product, which could be a physical good, a service, or even something more 

abstract (Lexa et al, 2006). At the current state, the Quorum Café serves breakfast and lunch food and 

beverages to the faculty and staff of WPI. Figure 4 shows an image taken from Quorum's Facebook 

page of one of the menus at the café and the options they offer.  

 

Figure 4: Example of Quorum Cafe's menu 

The survey was utilized to collect data about the students' opinions on the food and beverages 

products offered at dining services on campus. When it comes to nutritious options, 39.8% of the students 

strongly agree and 33.1% somewhat agree that they wish the dining services provided more nutritious 

options. Students also expressed interest in having a café style serve more healthy options and provide 

more vegan or vegetarian options. We asked the students if they had any dietary restrictions or allergies 

and how stressful it was for them to find accommodation. The students that identified as vegetarian 

reported sometimes they have a hard time finding accommodation on campus. 

4.5.2 Price 

Price is about figuring out the best pricing of the products or services being offered (Lexa et al, 

2006). We asked students how much they are willing to pay for breakfast, lunch, dinner, and snacks.  

Based on the responses collected, the students are not willing to spend more than ten dollars for breakfast, 
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no more than fifteen dollars for lunch and dinner, and they're willing to spend no more than least five 

dollars for a snack. 

Students will also be using their meal swipes to purchase from the café besides using cash or 

credit cards. WPI offers different meal plans that have different costs and different number of meal 

swipes. As was shown at the beginning of this section, almost all the first-year students and some of the 

sophomores have purchased a resident meal plan. At the same time, all the students, no matter what class 

status they have, tend to use most of their meal swipes during the week. We asked the students how many 

meal swipes they have remaining at the end of the week and most of the students, 60 out of 78 that 

responded to the question, reported they have zero to four meal swipes left. Most of the students that 

answered this question were first-year students since the majority of them have purchased a meal plan. 

The mean number of meal swipes left at the end of the week was 3.3 and 80% of students on a mandatory 

meal plan had at least one swipe remaining. We did not ask the students why they have more than one 

swipe remaining at the end of the week and to create a plan on what is the best strategy to incorporate 

meal plans to the café and have students use all their meal swipes for the week more data would need to 

be collected. 

On the survey, a question was asked to the participants to describe which are the most important 

things they expected out of a café style dining service on campus, like the Quorum Café, and the most 

common answer was the pricing of the menu items provided or the cost of each meal they are willing to 

buy at the café. Students expressed that would like the café to have less expensive drinks and food that is 

worth spending their money on and their meal swipes. Another answer the students provided was the 

value they get out of a meal swipe. Although it is important to include meal swipes to the café for the 

students, another important part to consider is how many menu items someone can get out of a meal 

swipe. 

4.5.3 Place 

 Place, also known as position, is the physical place that would be used to display and sell the 

goods and services (Lexa et al, 2006). The participants were asked which places they purchase their meals 

from for breakfast, most of the students regardless of WPI status, would go to Dunkin Donuts or 

Starbucks for breakfast. Another place that was popular amongst first-year students and sophomores for 

breakfast was Morgan Hall. For lunch, the common places were the Campus Center Subs, Joy 

Empanadas, and Sono. For dinner, the dining services most of the students chose to go to the Goat's Head 

Kitchen and South Village. When asked to rate the different places on campus, the Halal Shack received 

the highest ranking based on their service and food quality. 
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              Students were asked what they were willing to do at the café beside purchasing meals most of 

them chose to spend time at the café for either doing homework or just relaxing. At the same time, some 

students expressed they would like the café to have a few outlets to plug in their devices and have enough 

table to seat.  

4.5.4 Promotion 

Promotion is used to develop the strategy for the marketing plan (Lexa et al, 2006). We 

asked the students which types of media they receive news and updates from WPI. The top media used by 

the students were: email, Instagram, posters, and campus bulletin boards. Students also reported that they 

are likely to use the Internet to search for a dining place before visiting and look up the menu online. 

Another important concept to consider for the marketing plan is real-time marketing. Real-time 

marketing is defined as branded content used to personalize the goods, services, or brand communications 

in real time to capture the visibility of the brand based on consumer interests (Santos et al, 2022). Real-

time marketing is used as a social media strategy to generate organic content such pictures, videos, or 

hashtags to create engagement with customers. The Quorum café has established a presence on campus; 

however, the students are not familiar with the space, or the services offered. Real-time marketing will 

help with figuring out the best time to expose and advertise the café to the student population.  
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5.0.0 Results 
 The following section presents the findings of each component of the project. The section 

begins with an explanation of the survey sampling, then continues to the survey result. The 

results of the survey were used to create the scenarios in the following section. The results of the 

scenario analysis were implemented into the final section, a business and marketing plan. 

5.1.0 Survey Results 
 The survey was designed to collect data on students’ habits and needs regarding dining services, 

as well as to answer our research questions. Students were asked questions about their willingness to pay, 

where on campus they choose to purchase their meals from, type of meal plans they might have, their 

dietary restrictions, interest in café style dining service, and their media habits. The survey was distributed 

using convenience sampling to approximately 1122 students in 14 classes and 14 clubs via email or 

Canvas messaging. The survey was conducted for 20 days and received 270 responses, a 24% response 

rate, before being closed. The group had a target sample of 365 to be a true representative sample of the 

entire WPI population. Our final sample was 79% (95 short) of the target but was still large enough to 

conduct analysis on. 

 The survey represents students that are 18 or older and used the dining services on campus, 

students who answered no to either of these questions were not permitted to submit a response. To 

increase the willingness of respondents to complete the survey, certain questions were able to be skipped 

if the respondent was not interested or unable to answer. Because of this not every question has a total of 

270 responses. 

After evaluating the distribution of responses, the survey data was brought into Tableau. Tableau 

allowed for more granular data analysis and faster understanding through customizable visualizations. 

Tableau was also used for its ability to filter data easily. Using the filter functions the team was able to 

quickly evaluate trends across different segments of survey sample. The survey was organized into six 

blocks: dining habits, meal plans, café, media preferences, intangibles, and demographics. The 

demographics were covered in the methodology section and the rest of the results are shown in this 

section categorized based on the survey blocks. 
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Block 1: Dining Habits  
 The first block of the survey was dining habits and the questions asked related to satisfaction of 

the students with the current WPI dining services, the students' dining habits such as when and where they 

choose to dine on campus, and how much they're willing to spend per meal. 

 

Figure 5: How the students source their food for breakfast, lunch, dinner, and snack 

 

One of the questions asked on this block was how the students source their food and the 

responses are shown in Figure 5. For breakfast, most of the participants, 34%, choose to cook their meal 

at home with fresh produce. Lunch and dinner have the highest percentage of participants choosing to eat 
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on campus with 58.2% of the students’ purchasing meals for lunch on campus and 42.4% choosing to 

dine on campus for dinner. Moreover, 30.2% of the students grab a snack when they're on campus. 

         Figure 6 shows the responses of the participants on how many meals they eat during the weekdays 

(Monday-Friday) and weekends (Saturday-Sunday). From Monday to Friday, the students have on 

average 3 meals and on the weekends most of the students have about 2 meals.  

 

Figure 6: Number of meals students eat during weekdays and weekends 

 

        The participants were asked to report the times they choose to eat breakfast, lunch, dinner, and snack 

during weekdays (see Figure 7) and during the weekend (see Figure 8). For breakfast, most of the 

students responded they eat from 7am to 11am. During the weekend 94 students chose the same time 

frame, however 79 students reported they eat breakfast later from 11am to 2pm, which when most of the 

students choose to have lunch during weekdays, which explain why some students eat about 2 meals 

during the weekend. There were not significant differences between the times the majority of the students 

chose to eat dinner (5pm to 8pm) and snack (2pm-5pm) during weekdays and weekends.  
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Figure 7: The times students choose to eat from Monday to Friday 

 

 

 

Figure 8: The times students choose to eat from Saturday to Sunday 
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Another question asked was where the students preferred to buy their meals on campus and the 

results are shown in Figure 9. Dunkin and Starbucks are two popular options for breakfast amongst all 

customer segments. For lunch, Joy Empanadas, Campus Center Subs, and Sono are the most visited 

places. South Village and Goat's Head Kitchen are preferred for dinner. The Quorum Café, Starbucks, and 

Dunkin are preferred for grabbing a snack. Based on the dining services on campus chosen by the 

customer segments, Morgan Hall was picked by 43 first-year students for breakfast and also frequent for 

lunch by 58 first-year students and 19 sophomores. Moreover 19 sophomores reported they go to the 

Halal Shack for lunch. For dinner, 20 upperclassmen (juniors and seniors) and 11 graduate students chose 

to dine outside campus.  

 

Figure 9: Data on dining services on campus visited by the students  

 

Furthermore, the students were asked to rate the dining services on campus based on a star system 

(see Figure 10). The dining service that received the highest star rating was the Halal Shack with an 

average score of 4 starts and the lowest rating was received by South Village with an average score of 2 

stars. For this question, we provided a text box for the students to provide an explanation for their rating if 
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they preferred to do so, and for the Halal Shack two students said they loved the food and the service 

being offered at this place. No student provided an explanation on why they gave a low rating for South 

Village, but most of the open-ended responses received from the other options were about the meal being 

overpriced and not worth a meal swipe.  

 

Figure 10: Ratings of the dining services on campus 

 

          Another question about dining services on campus was having the participants rating attributes of 

these services. The attributes were: accessibility, ambiance, availability of variety of cuisine, availability 

of healthy food options, availability of special food options, cleanliness, hours of operations, quality of 

food, quality of service, value per money, speed of service, and variety of dining options (see Figure 11). 

Most of the students, 31.2%, were somewhat dissatisfied with the availability of healthy options. 

Although 31.2% of the students reported they were somewhat satisfied with the hours of operations, 
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another 27.4% reported they were somewhat dissatisfied with the current hours. For the other options, the 

majority seemed to be neither satisfied nor dissatisfied nor somewhat satisfied.  

 

 

Figure 11: Data shows the ratings of the attributes of the dining services on campus 
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             The students were asked to report how much they would pay for breakfast, lunch, dinner, and 

snacks, and the answers are shown in Figure 12. For breakfast, 41.6% are not willing to spend more than 

ten dollars, 50% are not willing to spend more than fifteen dollars for lunch, 38.4 % are also not willing to 

spend more than fifteen dollars for dinner, and 84.6% were not willing to spend more than five dollars for 

a snack.  

 

Figure 12: Students willingness to pay for breakfast, lunch, dinner, and snack 

 

Overall, most of the students who took the survey responded that they choose to eat on campus 

during lunch and dinner time. For these times, the popular dining services to go were Joy Empanadas and 

the Campus Center Subs for lunch, and South Village and Goat's Head Kitchen for dinner. However, 

when the students rated the dining services on campus, the Halal Shack received a higher rating although 

it was the third or fourth most visited for lunch and sinner. The majority of the students reported they eat 

lunch from 11am to 2pm, and dinner from 5pm to 8pm. Students expressed somewhat dissatisfaction for 

availability of healthy option offered and hours of operations on dining services. 
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Block 2: Meal Plans  

        The second block on the survey was about meal plans. There are two types of meal plan offered at 

WPI: resident meal plan and non-mandatory meal plan. The resident plan must be bought by students that 

live in Morgan, Daniels, Founders, Institute, Sanford Riley Hall, Stoddard Complex, Messenger, 

Wachusetts House, Southvillage Apartment, and Townbridge House (Dine on Campus at WPI, 2023).  

The resident plan includes: the VIP meal plan, the 19-meal plan, the 14-meal plan, and the 200 meal-plan. 

The non-mandatory meal plan includes: the Gompei 190 meal plan, the 40-meal plan, the 50-meal plan, 

and the 75-meal plan. The data collected on meal plans and meal swipes used was categorized based on 

the students' WPI status.  

 First year students tend to live on campus and use meal plans when buying from dining services. 

From the responses we received on the survey, 71 out of 74 first-year students responded live on campus, 

and the rest come three to six times a week. When asked if they dine on campus, 67 first-year students 

responded that they eat on campus every time and 7 of them said they sometimes use the dining services 

offered at WPI. Figure 13 shows the types of meal plans first-year students have purchased and how many 

meals swipes they use in a week. Out of 74 first-year students, 73 have purchased a meal plan, and the 

average usage of meal swipes during the week is around 11 and during the weekends is about 4 swipes. 
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Figure 13: First-year students on types of meal plan and usage of meal swipes in a week 

From the sophomore class, 21 out 44 students live on campus, 17 live off campus within walking 

distance and 3 outside of walking distance, and 3 live in a sorority/fraternity house. When asked if they 

dine on campus, 12 reported that they dine at WPI every time they’re on campus and 32 said that they 

sometimes dine on the dining services at WPI. For the meal plans, 10 have a resident plan, 14 have a non-

mandatory plan, and 20 don’t have a meal plan. Figure 14 shows the distribution between meal plans and 

meal swipes for sophomores. During the week the sophomores use an average of 7 meal swipes, and 

during the weekend they do not use more than 4 meal swipes. 
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Figure 14: Sophomores on types of meal plans they have and usage of meal swipes 

 

The students that are juniors, 4 of them live on campus, 10 live off campus within walking 

distance, and 2 live on a sorority/fraternity house. Of the students that do not live on campus, 5 of them 

reported that they come to campus daily and 5 said they are on campus five or six times a week. When 

asked how often they dine on campus, 2 of the students reported that they always dine on campus and 14 

said they sometimes buy food from the dining services. In terms of meal plans, 1 of the students has a 

resident plan, 7 have a non-mandatory plan, and 8 do not have a meal plan. Figure 15 shows the 

distribution between meal plan and meal swipes for the juniors. Since there is not as many juniors that 

have a meal plan as there are first-year students and sophomores, there is an equal distribution of meal 

swipes that the participants that were juniors use during the weekdays, and on the weekends, they do not 

tent to use more than 4 meal swipes. 
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Figure 15: Juniors on types of meal plans they have and usage of meal swipes 

 

The students that are seniors, 3 out 16 live on campus, 12 live on campus within walking 

distance, and 1 student lives off campus outside of walking distance. Of the students that do not live on 

campus, 1 visits campus once or twice a week, 2 come to campus three or four times a week, 7 are on 

campus five times a week and 3 always come to campus. When asked how often they eat on campus, 2 

said they always dine on campus, and 14 reported they sometimes use the dining services. For meal plans, 

only 4 students have a non-mandatory meal plan and 12 do not have one. Figure 16 shows the distribution 

between meal plan and meal swipes for the seniors. Similar to the juniors, there is a somewhat equal 

distribution of meal swipes used by the seniors during weekdays, and only two of the seniors reported 

they do not use more than 3 meal swipes during the weekend.  
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Figure 16: Seniors on types of meal plans they have and usage of meal swipes 

For the graduate students, including master's and PhD students, 3 out of 23 live on campus, 10 

live off campus within walking distance and 10 live off campus outside of a walking distance. Of the 

students that do not live on campus, 7 visit campus once or twice a week, 5 come to campus three or four 

times a week, 5 are on campus five or six times a week, and only 3 always come to campus. When asked 

if they dine on campus, all 23 students reported that they sometimes buy food from the dining services. 

When it comes to meal plans, only 5 have a non-mandatory meal plan and the other 18 have not 

purchased a meal plan. Figure 17 shows the distribution between meal plan and meal swipes for the 

graduate students. Since there is a lower number of graduate students having purchased a meal plan, from 

the responses we collected, they tend to not use more than 6 meal swipes during weekdays and not more 

than 5 meal swipes during the weekends.  
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Figure 17: Graduate students on types of meal plans they have and usage of meal swipes 

          Another question asked in this block was how many meal swipes students have at the end of the 

week and table 8 below shows the result. On average, the students don't have more than 4 swipes left, 

however there were a few that have five or more meal swipes left. 

Table 8: Meal swipes remaining at the end of the week 

                # of Meal Swipes                     # of Students 
                               0                                15 
                               1                                10 
                               2                                12 
                               3                                11 
                               4                                12 
                               5                                 5 
                               6                                 2 
                               7                                 5 
                               9                                 1 
                              11                                 2 
                              12                                 1 
                              16                                 2 
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  From the data collected, first-year students and sophomores are more likely to purchase a meal plan and 

use most of their meal swipes when dining on campus. It would benefit the Quorum Café to include meal 

swipes as a payment option, and even though there wasn't a large number of upperclassmen (juniors and 

seniors) and graduate students that have meal plans, they might choose to use meal swipes when visiting 

the place.  

Block 3: Café  

 The third block on the survey explored the interest of the students in the Quorum Café. 

Considering the café currently offers services to faculty and staff, the questions were asked in a 

hypothetical way and not to mention Quorum by name to avoid giving any idea that the café is accessible 

to the students. One of the questions asked whether the students would consider visiting a café style 

dining services on campus serving sandwiches, paninis, soups, salads, and beverages and the answers are 

shown in Figure 18. Out of all the responses recorded, 61.1% of the students responded positively and 

31.9% of the students considered visiting the café but it would depend on other factors. The most 

common answers were based on the price of the menu options, the value they would get out of a meal 

swipes, menu variety and the quality of food.  

 

 

Figure 18: Students' on whether they would visit a café style dining service on campus 

 

          Students were asked what else they would do at the café besides purchasing meals from the place, 

and 30% reported they would go to the café for relaxing and 28.1% would choose to do their homework 

(see Figure 19). At the same time, 40.9% would visit the café during lunch hours, 21.9% would there for 

dinner, 20.6% would go to purchase a snack, and 15.2% would go at the place during breakfast hours.   
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Figure 19: Data collected on how the café would be used by students 

        The students were asked to describe the most important things they would expect from a café style 

dining service (through an open-ended question). We received about 200 responses for this question and 

the most common answers were pricing of the menu options, allowing meal swipes and the value they 

would get out of a meal swipe, being open at later hours of the day, offering healthy options such as 

vegetarian or vegan options, good quality food, and having a place with large tables and having charging 

stations.  

 

Block 4: Media Habits  

          The fourth block on the survey was about students' media habits. The students were asked which 

types of media they preferred to receive news or updates about WPI, and the top three answers were 

email, Instagram, and posters (see Figure 20).  
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Figure 20: Data collected on the types of medias students prefer about WPI 

 

            Figure 21 shows the data collected on the frequency of the media usage. Students reported they 

mostly check their emails (86.7%) and visit Instagram (47%) several times a day. Facebook was the 

media students never visited (66.7%) followed by Twitter (57.8%) and TikTok (54.2%).  

 

Figure 21: Data collected on the frequency of media usage by the students 
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           Furthermore, we asked the students for a series of statements shown in Figure 22 and record how 

likely they were to do the following.  Students were extremely likely to use the Internet to check out the 

menu options (54.9%) and search for a dining place on the Internet before visiting it (44.8%). 

 

        Overall, the students use mostly email and Instagram to receive news related to WPI, and they're 

more likely to search on the Internet for a dining service before they visit the place.  

Block 5: Intangibles  

The fifth block of the survey related to dietary restrictions students had and how hard it was for 

them to find accommodations on campus. Figure 21 shows the responses collected on the dietary 

restrictions the survey students had. As shown, 54% of the students selected that they do not have any 

food restrictions or allergies. We asked this group of people how often it is finding dining options that 

accommodate their needs stressful, 61.8% reported that it has never been stressful for them.  

Figure 22: Data collected on how likely the students are to do on the listed items 
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Figure 23: Data on dietary restrictions selected by the participants 

 

We also asked the same question to the participants that have a dietary restriction or allergy, and 

the responses are shown on Figure 23. From the responses received, 40.9% of the participants that are 

vegetarian reported that sometimes they have a stressful time finding accommodation for their needs on 

campus, and 22.7% of them reported that finding accommodation is stressful for them most of the time. 

Participants that had a gluten allergy, 60% of them had a dairy allergy, 26.7% of them also reported that 

most of the time it is stressful to find dining services on campus that accommodate these needs. 

 

Figure 24: Data collected on stress when  finding on campus food within dietary restrictions  
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Figure 25 shows the responses to different statements we asked the students about. We asked 

students what they thought of different timing of dining services on campus, and 43.8% of the students 

reported that they strongly agree with using a dining location that is open from 10pm and 12am, and 

32.9% of the students said they would use a dining location that is open between 12am and 2am. 

 

Figure 25: Data collected on how likely the students are to agree with the statements 

 

        The purpose of the implementation and distribution of the survey was to further understand students' 

dining needs and habits and use the data to provide recommendations to the Quorum Café. For most of 

the blocks, the collected responses did not change based on the students' WPI status. Students who had 

purchased a meal plan had a different one based on their status and if they lived on campus. Some of the 

dining services, such as Morgan Hall, were visited more by first-year students and sophomores compared 

to the other students. From the responses collected about the demand of the café, most of the students 

from the identified segments were interested on visiting the place: 71.6% of the first-year students, 47.8% 

of the sophomores, 46.9% of the upperclassmen (juniors and seniors), and 57.2% of the graduate students.   

5.2.0 Scenarios for Including Students 

5.2.1 Scenario Creation and Definition 

To provide accurate recommendations on the impact of students on The Quorum Café, the team 

created five scenarios based on the trends reported in the student survey and the current operations of the 

café. The trends included where students source their meals, how much they were willing to pay, and 

what meals they preferred to eat on campus. When asked how they generally source each of their meals 

16% of students reported they eat breakfast on campus, 36% reported eating lunch on campus, 29% 

reported eating dinner on campus and 19% reported eating snacks on campus. This information was used 

to target specific meal types and ensure the possible scenarios cover student interest in eating lunch, 
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dinner, and stacks on campus. Similarly, when asked about the meals students would be interested in 

eating at a café on campus, 15% were interested in breakfast, 41% were interested in lunch, 22% were 

interested in dinner, 20% interested in snacks, and 1% answered other. The meal offerings for the 

scenarios also considered this data. The specific hours of operation considered in scenarios were 

determined by the existing operating hours and the typical mealtimes reported in the survey; see Figure 7 

and Figure 8 for details. Students were also asked to rate dine in and grab and go styles of eating on 

campus, dine in had an average rating of 3.38 out of 5 and grab and go had an average rating of 3.76 out 

of 5. The reasonably high scores of both options prompted the team to include dine in and grab and go 

options for each of the scenarios. Lastly, students were also asked to indicate to what extent they agree or 

disagree with various statements related to on campus dining. The survey responses shown in Table 9, 

show students strong interest in dining from 10:00PM to 12:00AM with 71% of students answering 

strongly agree or somewhat agree; 33% of student strongly agreed that they would uses a dining location 

open from 12:00AM to 2:00AM. There was strong disagreement at 48% for using a dining location from 

5:00AM to 7:00AM. 
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Table 9: Responses to on campus dining statements 

Question Strongly 
agree 

Somewhat 
agree 

Neither agree 
nor disagree 

Somewhat 
disagree 

Strongly 
disagree 

I would use a dining 
location on campus that is 
open between 5am and 
7am 

9.94% 9.32% 13.66% 18.63% 48.45% 

I would use a dining 
location on campus open 
between 12am and 2am 

32.92% 16.15% 19.25% 11.18% 20.50% 

I would use a dining 
location on campus open 
between 10pm and 12am 

43.83% 28.40% 12.35% 9.26% 6.17% 

I skip meals because of 
dinning hours 10.56% 29.19% 24.22% 9.94% 26.09% 

Dining services is missing 
a type of food from where 
I am from 

13.66% 16.77% 36.65% 13.66% 19.25% 

My mental health is 
affected by the lack of 
nutritious options on 
campus 

14.20% 26.54% 27.78% 17.28% 14.20% 

It would benefit my 
mental health to have a 
quieter area to eat 

16.15% 21.74% 40.37% 11.18% 10.56% 

My physical health is 
affected by the lack of 
nutritious on campus 

15.43% 27.16% 30.25% 18.52% 8.64% 

I wish dining services 
provided more nutritious 
options 

39.88% 33.13% 17.79% 7.36% 1.84% 

 

This information collected from the survey was used to inform the creation of scenarios. The 

scenarios are shown in Table 10, and were characterized based on number of employees required, 

hours of operation, customers, accepted forms of payment, service type, seating styles, and meals served.  
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Table Table 10: Scenarios for the inclusion of students 

Scenario 
Name Employees Hours of 

Operation Customers Payment 
Method 

Service 
Type Seating Meal 

Type 

No Change 2 Mon-Fri 7:30a-
11:00a Faculty/Staff Cash/Card Dine-In 

Current 
(comfort 
seating) Breakfast 

All Inclusive 2 Mon-Fri 7:30a-
11:00a Faculty/Staff/Students Cash/Card/Meal 

Plan 
Dine-

In/ToGo 

Current 
(comfort 
seating) Breakfast 

Student Lunch 3 

Faculty: Mon-Fri 
7:30a-11:00a, 

Student: Mon-Fri 
11:00a - 3:00p 

Faculty/Staff/Students Cash/Card/Meal 
Plan 

Dine-
In/ToGo 

Current 
(comfort 
seating) Lunch 

All Inclusive 
+Nights 3 

Faculty: Mon-Fri 
7:30a-11:00a, 

Student: Mon-Fri 
7:30a-11:00a, 
9:00p -12:00a 

Faculty/Staff/Students Cash/Card/Meal 
Plan 

Dine-
In/ToGo 

Current 
(comfort 
seating) + 
Larger 
Collaborati
ve Seating 

Breakfast 
/Dinner 

Student Nights 3 

Faculty: Mon-Fri 
7:30a-11:00a, 

Student: Mon-Fri 
9:00p -12:00a 

Faculty/Staff/Students Cash/Card/Meal 
Plan 

Dine-
In/ToGo 

Current 
(comfort 
seating) + 
Larger 
Collaborati
ve Seating 

Dinner 

Student Lunch 
+ Nights 3 

Faculty: Mon-Fri 
7:30a-11:00a, 

Student: Mon-Fri 
11:00a - 3:00p, 
9:00p -12:00a 

Faculty/Staff/Students Cash/Card/Meal 
Plan 

Dine-
In/ToGo 

Current 
(comfort 
seating) + 
Larger 
Collaborati
ve Seating 

Lunch/ 
Dinner 

  

The first scenario was to run the café under the same hours but allow students as well (all-

inclusive), the second created lunch hours for students preserving the faculty only breakfast (student 

lunch), the third included continuing the current operating hours as well as creating a late-night period 

(all-inclusive and nights) , the fourth only included students in the night period (student nights), and the 

final scenario had students included for lunch and the late-night period (student lunch and nights).  The 

subsequent analysis accounts for the meal offerings of each scenario to predict revenue, the meal type 

column of the scenario table was used to distinguish each scenario. The service type column and seating 

were later used in the final business recommendation and looked at as essential changes to make the 

scenario viable.  

5.2.2 Market Size Evaluation 

The potential market size for each meal at specific price points was calculated to give a better 

understanding of how to accurately predict sales prices and to recommend final target prices to the 

stakeholders. Using the willingness to pay data gathered in the survey the market size predictions shown 
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in Figure 26 were made based on the number of students who showed interest at each price point and the 

total WPI population. 

 

Figure 26: Market size at each price point for each meal 

As figure 26 shows, the largest market potential exists for snacks under $5. In our survey 85% of 

students would be willing to pay $5 for a snack, extrapolated to the WPI population this would be 6,185 

students. The largest potential market at breakfast exists in the $6-$10 price range, closely followed by 

the $0-$5 price range; the potential market size is 3,042 students and 2,931students respectively. Interest 

in Breakfast at high prices dropped significantly suggesting high price sensitivity. Willingness to pay for 

lunch grows through the $11-$15 price range before shrinking at high prices and 50% of respondents or 

3,654 students showed interest at the $11-$15 price point. Dinner had a more distributed willingness to 

pay than the other meals. Dinner’s largest market existed at $11-15 and $16-20 price ranges with 38% 

and 36% of respondents showing interest respectively. This translates to a potential market at $11-15 of 

1,070 students and 2,805 students at $16-20. Very little interest existed at greater than $20, for any meal 

however dinner had the highest percent interested at this price point at 7% or 480 students. This 

information was later used to generate target prices and fit distributions of variability. 

5.2.3 Break-Even Analysis 

For each scenario the team ran a break-even analysis to determine the minimum number of 

transactions per hour needed to equal the cost of operations. A sales mix based on the willingness to pay 

for each meal type reported in the survey was used to improve the overall accuracy of the estimate. Every 
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scenario assumes the same $7,400 dollars a year generated from faculty sales (based on previous year’s 

sales) and assumes the fixed cost are equal to the total labor costs. Figure 27 shows the calculation of the 

breakeven point for the “All Inclusive” scenario with consideration for willingness to pay. 

 

Figure 27: Break-even analysis for the all-inclusive scenario 

This analysis provides an estimated number of sales per hour and the total revenue that must be 

generated to break even. The top table (yellow) stores the assumptions of the analysis. This analysis 

assumes the fixed cost are equal to the total labor, then also assumes a standard faculty revenue of $7,400 
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a year. There was also an assumed cost of food and other costs at 40% and 7% respectively. This 

information was gathered from interviews. The following table (red) is the sales mix, this table is the sales 

price and cost based on the survey data and interview data. The sales mix is included in the final column 

of this table as sales forecast and was derived from the number of students willing to pay at each price 

point. The next table (blue) is the weighted average price and cost based on the sales distribution. The 

sum of the price minus the sum of cost creates the weighted contribution margin seen in the assumption 

table. The weighted contribution margin is the average amount that a group of products or services 

contribute to paying down the fixed costs of a business.  The model table (green)calculates out the fixed 

cost, variable cost, sales, and profit, given the number of sales per hour. The sales per hour increase in 

increments of one sale per hour in a range of one through twenty-five. The final table (orange) is the 

output showing the hours of operation and the break-even point as total annual sales revenue in volume 

and dollars for the entire year and each hour. In this scenario the café would have to make $11.43 sales an 

hour and generate $102.68 per hour in revenue to break even. This information can also be represented 

graphically. See Figure 26, the point where the P/L line (Profit and Loss) crosses the x-axis is the break-

even point.  

 

Figure 26: Graph of Break-even for All inclusive 

This system was followed for every scenario to give a comparable estimated sales required. Each 

scenario accounts for changes in labor cost and sales amounts bases on the operating hours and the meals 

being offered. Table 11 compares the breakeven point for each of the scenarios. 
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  Table 11: Summary table for the breakeven point of each scenario 

 All 
Inclusive 

Student 
Lunch 

All 
Inclusive + 

Student 
Nights 

Student 
Nights 

Student 
Lunch + 
Nights 

Hours Available to Students 490 560 1050 420 980 

Break Even Sales 5600 11720 12308 9554 10682 

Break Even Sales Per Hour 11.43 20.93 11.72 22.75 10.90 

Total Break Even in Dollars $ 50,314 $155,374 $155,374 $ 90,593 $179,028 

Total Break Even, Dollars/Hour $102.68 $277.45 $147.98 $453.83 $182.69 

 

To be profitable the All-Inclusive scenarios requires 5,600 sales year or 11.43 sales per hour 

selling breakfast to students. The Student Lunch scenario must make 11,720 sales a year or 20.93 

transactions per hour. The high breakeven point is heavily influenced by the lack of sufficient revenue 

during the faculty only mornings. The costs increase without proportional increase in revenue.  The All 

Inclusive + Student Nights scenario must make 12,208 sales a year or 11.72 sales an hour. The student 

nights scenario must make 9,554 sales a year or 22.75 sales an hour and the Student Lunch with Students 

Night Scenario must make 10,682 sales a year or 10.9 sales an hour to break-even. Scenarios with high 

breakeven points (> 20) significantly increase costs from new operating hours and staff positions without 

revenue and sales prices being balanced. This information gives a basic understanding of the number of 

sales that would have to be generated at a specific price point to be profitable.  

Unfortunately, this breakeven analysis is limited in its ability to predict actual events. This model 

accounts for sales mix but is selected from the limited number of willingness to pay values provided 

through the survey. In this way the model is discrete and does not account for the continuous possibilities 

of sales prices that would exist. This model does not account for any hour-to-hour variation in business or 

fluctuations in faculty sales.  

5.2.4 Monte Carlos Simulation 

Following the Break-Even Analysis, the team needed to better test each scenario against real 

world variation. To do this the team used two levels of Monte Carlo simulations, the first with three-point 
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estimates for sales prices and the second with distributions fitted to survey data. After structuring the data 

available, the simulations accounted for variability in customers per hour, average ticket price, expected 

sales from faculty, cost of goods related to food, and additional cost (paper, packaging, cleaning 

supplies). Each simulation was run over 5,000 iterations. 

The first stimulation used three-point estimates and PERT distributions to simulate the 

distributions. PERT distributions are a form of continuous normal distributed distribution with a lower 

limit, median, and upper limit (Risk AMP, 2020). Table 12 shows the breakdown of the limits set for the 

simulations. 

 

Table 12: Pert distribution upper, most likely, lower 

PERT Distribution 
Category Variable Lower Most Likely Upper 

Students Per Hour by Meal 

Breakfast  $ 1.00   $ 8.00  $ 15.00  
Lunch $ 1.00   $15.00  $ 20.00  
Dinner $ 1.00   $ 20.00  $ 25.00  
Snack $ 1.00   $ 5.00  $ 10.00  

Average Sale by Meal 

Breakfast 0 10 20 
Lunch 0 10 20 
Dinner 0 10 20 
Snack 0 5 10 

Revenue Revenue $6,660 $7,400 $8,140 
Food Cost (% Revenue) Percent 30% 40% 45% 

Additional Cost (5 of 
Revenue) 

Percent 5% 7% 1% 

 
          To set each variable's limits the team used data from the survey and information collected in 

interviews. Sales per hour were determined based on the capacity of the café and overall interest. The 

average sales price was estimated using the price willing to pay for each meal with the most likely price 

being set to the price category with the highest precent interest and the limits set using the limits from the 

survey. Information related to cost and faculty sales was set based on information gathered in interviews 

that suggest minimal changes in cost and faculty sales. Figure 28 shows the scenarios in their static form 

with inputs in blue and outputs in red. 
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Figure 28: Normal distribution Monte Carlo simulations 

 

Using inputs and outputs shown in Figure 28 the team simulated the results for each scenario. 

Figure 29 shows the outputs of each simulation. The mode value represents the most likely outcome of 

each scenario while the mean represents the average profit expected.  The minimum and maximum 

possibilities represent the worst and best-case outcomes of each scenario.  
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Figure 29: Detailed statistics for Monte Carlo simulation (PERT Distribution) 

 

Based on the simulations All-Inclusive, Student Lunch, All-Inclusive + Student Nights, and 

Students Nights are not expected to be profitable. The worst performing scenario, Student Nights, is 

expected to have a loss of $40,186 with the inclusion of students. The Student Lunch + Nights scenario is 

expected to be profitable with the most likely profit being $7,912 from the inclusion of students. 
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Figure 30: Distribution statistics for Monte Carlo Simulation (PERT Distribution) 

Figure 30 is the overlayed distribution of total profit outcomes for all five scenarios. By 

overlaying the simulation outcomes on one axis the risk and likelihood of profitability can be compared. 

The distribution of each simulation outcome can be interrupted as the risk of each scenario.  In figure 30, 

a wide distribution suggests that the potential outcomes vary greatly; this can be especially risky if the 

potential outcomes are both positive and negative. The top bars show what percent of the outcomes of 

each scenario are profitable; 55.3% of the student lunch and nights scenarios were profitable while only 

2% students nights scenarios are profitable. Choosing a scenario with a high percent profitable outcome 

was the criteria the team used to decide the top scenario. The tightly distributed simulations, like all 

inclusive (yellow), are considered less risky and more likely that the real-world outcome matches the 

simulation. In the all-inclusive scenario, while it is expected to lose money, the negative potential is far 

more controlled than any other scenario. The student lunch plus student nights scenario shown in red is 

profitable but has greater risk because the lower limit is more negative. There is more uncertainty in this 

distribution making it a riskier scenario to choose. 

The second round of simulations benefited from variability distributions for sales price fitted to 

the data collected in the survey. Using the goodness of fit functionality that is built into @Risk, the 

program suggests a distribution seed based on the data. Our simulations used AIC (Akaike Information 

Criterion) test a statistical measure to compare the goodness of fit of different statistical models to a given 
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dataset. The AIC test provides a way to balance model complexity (the number of parameters used in the 

model) with goodness of fit. The new simulations offer outputs that are truer to the data collected in the 

project but may not necessarily be the most accurate because of the limited sample size. The comparison 

of both rounds of simulation and each of their limitations enhanced the team’s decision-making processes. 

Each meal type generated its own distribution based on the model of best fit. All other inputs remained 

the same. Table 13 shows the distribution seed for each meal type. The text indicates the distribution type, 

then the following values contained in the outer parenthesis are the lower, most likely, and upper value 

for the distribution. A triangle distribution, used for breakfast and snack, is a three-pointed distribution 

bounded with an upper and lower limit, and a point at the most likely value. The Pert distribution, used 

for lunch, is bounded and normally distributed. The Kumaraswamy distribution, used for dinner, accounts 

for greater variation compared to a normal distribution (@Risk, n.d.). 

Table 13: Distribution of each meal type 

Meal Distribution of Price Willing to Pay 
Breakfast =RiskTriang(5,5,25.292,RiskName("Breakfast")) 
Lunch =RiskPert(2.9258,12.533,26.271,RiskName("Breakfast")) 
Dinner =RiskKumaraswamy(3.769,7.2988,-0.99202,31.584,RiskName("Dinner")) 
Snack =RiskTriang(-0.29249,5,15.188,RiskName("Snack")) 
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Figure 31: Detailed statistics for Monte Carlo simulation (Fitted Distribution) 

 

Figure 31 shows the outcome of each scenario using the fitted distributions. The Student Lunch, 

All-Inclusive + Student Nights, and Student Nights are not expected to be profitable while All-Inclusive 

and Student Lunch + Student Nights are expected to have an average profit of $7,034.47 and $1,100.58 

respectively. Under these conditions the most likely outcome for the All-Inclusive scenario is $1,164 

profit and $1,100.58 profit for the Student Lunch + Nights scenario. 
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Figure 32: Distribution statistics for Monte Carlo Simulation (Fitted Distribution) 

Figure 32 shows the distributions of outcomes for the fitted simulations. The All-Inclusive 

Scenario has the narrowest distribution, and the least number of negative profit outcomes, suggesting it is 

the least risky scenario. Both Student Nights and All-Inclusive + Student Nights have a significant 

proportion of their outcomes creating negative profit and a far worse negative limit than the other 

scenarios. The All- Inclusive + Student Nights and Student Lunch + Student Nights have similar risk 

profiles with about half the outcomes positive and half negative. 

The results of the market potential, break even, and Monte Carlo simulations lead the team to 

promote two scenarios to the decision matrix for further evaluation. The All Inclusive and Student Lunch 

+ Student Nights scenarios were chosen based on their likelihood to turn a profit, limited risk when 

compared to the other scenarios, and fit with overall market size. 

The simulations provided additional accuracy and risk assessment over the static break-even 

analysis. However significant assumptions were used to create models that directly impact the model's 

accuracy to real world events. A more detailed cost breakdown is required to understand the impact of 

operating hours, cuisine types, and dining styles on cost. A better understanding of average dining time 

and take-out capacity is required to understand if the estimated number of visits per hour is realistic for 

the space. The labor costs are based on the current set up plus the addition of one dishwasher for the 

scenarios that expand into lunch and dinner. A more detailed analysis of labor requirements for each 

scenario should be completed. 
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5.2.5 Decision Matrix 

Following the simulations, the team used a decision matrix to compare the performance of the 

two selected scenarios against a no-change scenario.  The decision matrix is divided into three categories 

economic performance, campus impact, and impact on faculty.  The scores of each category were 

determined by the team and then a final score was determined by summing the weighted values in each 

category and then for each scenario. Based on the research questions defined by the team the weights of 

each category were set at 50%, 25%, and 25% respectively. This breakdown prioritizes economic 

performance, a key decision factor for the space, but also considers the impact to students independent of 

performance, and the impact a change to the space will have on the existing faculty customers. 

Table 14: Decision Matrix 
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Table 15: Decision Matrix Results 

 

Table 15 shows the summary output of the decision matrix. Ranked last is the “No Change” 

scenario that represents the performance of The Quorum Café based on its current operations. This 

scenario scores -3.75 primarily because of its significant negative economic performance and neutral 

impact on the student body. The All-Inclusive scenario ranks second with a score of 3.75. Because this 

scenario overlaps completely with current faculty hours it is awarded a negative score in that category. 

This scenario has good model performance but does not increase the availability of food on campus 

because it overlaps with many other dining locations. The student lunch + nights was given the highest 

score of 10. While more risk is taken by creating a late-night space, the positive interest in a late-night 

location and no impact on faculty experience during the morning makes the student lunch + nights the top 

performer. Based on the decision matrix the team decided to proceed to develop a business model that 

used the student lunch + late night framework. 

5.4.0 Business Model 

Based on the scenario analysis and survey results the team recommends The Quorum Café adopt 
the following business model outline: 

Hours of Operation: The team recommends The Quorum Café operate Monday – Friday 

7:30AM – 3:00PM close then open again from 9:00PM – 12:00AM. The first shift would serve breakfast 

exclusively to faculty. These hours preserve the privacy and convenience faculty value about the current 

space during the hours they already most use. Then the space would open to students and faculty for the 

second shift. The space would then close as it is expected existing dining options on campus will be 

preferred for their proximity to academic buildings and student housing. The space would then open again 

for a third shift from 9:00PM - 12:00AM, these hours capitalized on the limited options on campus and 

the high demand from students (see Figure 33). 
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Figure 33: Proposed hours of operation 

Meal Swipes/Goatbucks: Based on the student survey to be a practical option to students 

regardless of time or cuisine type the location must accept meal swipes. The team recommends the 

Quorum accept meal swipes and Goatbucks during the hours available to students. 

Service Style: To accommodate the limited space, the Quorum should adopt a combination of 

counter service and grab and go stations. Ready to eat meals and bottled drink options can be prepared 

and stored in refrigeration units or warming units accessible to students. Fresh food and drinks can be 

ordered at the counter. The combination of the two allows for personal interaction and fresh food when 

desired but also allows for fast and easy meal selection through grab and go. 

Interior: The interior of The Quorum Café offers a unique atmosphere when compared to other 

campus options. The new business model is in support of preserving these features while enabling the 

collaboration and livelier atmosphere the café set out for. Additional electrical outlets should be added to 

allow customers to use personal devices more freely. The student body expresses interest in collaboration 

and a working space, for this reason the team recommends that larger tables able to accommodate 4-5 

people be added.  

Cuisine: Local and fresh food options should be continued at The Quorum Cafe. These options 

are in alignment with faculty and student preference. The Quorum Café should expect to adopt meal 

options to accommodate vegetarian and nondairy students as these were the largest dietary restrictions 

reported by students and with the most stress experienced from a current lack of options. Student lunch 

hours should keep the breakfast options but adopt the meals to be larger and more diverse. The team also 
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recommends the dinner hours keep the local and fresh them but offer more complete meals that can be 

served quickly. Hot meals easily consumed are preferred in later hours.  

5.3.1 Business Model Canvas 

After choosing the best scenario, the business model canvas was created. Figure 34 shows the 

business model canvas for Quorum café.  

 

Figure 34: Business model canvas for proposed business model 

 

5.3.2 SWOT  

After considering the business canvas model, the team considered the strengths, weaknesses, 

opportunities, and threats of the new model (see Figure 35). 
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Figure 35: SWOT analysis of proposed business model 

 

5.3.3 PESTLE 

Political: The Quorum Café should be aware of changes to WPIs administration. The success of 

the café depends on continued support from deans and key faculty. Changes to either of these could 

impact on the business. 

Economic: The Quorum Café will be directly affected by changes in the economy as they will 

impact on the willingness to pay faculty and students out of pocket. Fortunately, the student customer 

base can utilize meal plans to purchase items which are independent of economic changes. The Quorum 
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Café should be aware of changes to the financial stability of WPI over the general economy as the café 

will still rely on the financial support of the school until it can make a profit.  

Social: According to a survey by Nielsen Holdings, a data and marketing firm, sales of plant-

based meat substitutes in the United States increased by 45% in 2020 an argument for increase in health 

consciousness and demand for vegetarian options. The Quorum Café should be prepared to adapt its menu 

to accommodate these changes. New norms for ordering food and crowded spaces since the covid-19 

pandemic have lent itself to the style of Quorum Café. 

Technology: The Quorum Café should monitor the changes in technology that are related to the 

restaurant industry. Improvements in efficiency could be made through self-service stations, table 

reservation software, and integrated feedback systems that allow customers to leave recommendations 

easily. 

Legal: Changes to the minimum wage law will directly affect the bottom line of the café and 

should be closely monitored. Additionally, health regulation changes will impact the businesses and could 

require additional expenses to remain up to code. 

Environment: Increases in unpredictable weather events will affect the ability to utilize outdoor 

space at Higgins house for the café. Poor weather conditions will affect the likelihood students will be 

willing to walk to café which is further away from academic buildings and student housing than other 

dining options. If winter weather becomes milder outside seating may be available later in the fall and 

earlier in the spring. If the Quorum Café intends to keep farm to table food, the effects of the environment 

on farms and farmers will also impact on the café. The environment could decrease reliability of suppliers 

and increase food cost. Farm to table and local source food continues to have increased positive 

perceptions from consumers. 

5.4.0 Marketing Plan 

For the marketing plan, the customers, in this case the undergraduate and graduate students, were 

separated into segments based on their class status. After looking at the similarities and differences 

between each identified segment based on where they live, how often they’re on campus, if they have 

purchased a meal plan, and how many meal swipes they tend to use in a week, it was determined to group 

the juniors and seniors into one segment called the upperclassmen from the similarities between the two 

groups, and keep the other segments the same: first-year students, sophomores, graduate students.  
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Another customer segment for the café was faculty and staff members. Based on the previous 

interviews conducted by the graduate class, faculty expressed the need for better food quality on campus 

and having a place for social activities. Furthermore, the survey conducted on faculty and staff collected a 

number of responses regarding expanding the menu by including more options, changing the numbers of 

operations, and establishing better communication between the café and their customers. The stakeholders 

of Quorum Café tried to promote the place to be used to host events, however there was no interest.  

The data collected from the survey was used to evaluate the 4 P’s of marketing: product, price, 

place, promotion. Some of the data was broken down based on the customer segments to identify if any 

segment were willing to visit the café more often or had a higher willingness to pay. However, from the 

responses received, the hours they choose to eat their meals, their willingness to pay, and their interest in 

the café were not very different from each other. From the responses received, students choose to go to 

different places on campus depending on the time of the day. Furthermore, students expressed their 

interest in having more nutritious options provided from the dining places. There was a high interest in 

using the café to do homework or relax outside of class time. Although the students provided a what they 

were willing to pay for each meal of the day, some of the students, such as the first-year students and the 

sophomores, use their meal plans to purchase food on campus, and wanted to know more about the value 

they will get out of using a meal swipe at the café. When it comes to promotion, students preferred to use 

one or two types of media more than the others. The different media used could help with the exposure of 

the café to the students and the recommendations provide a timeframe for strategies related to email 

marketing and social media accounts. 
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6.0.0 Conclusions and Recommendations 
The purpose of this project was to provide recommendations to Quorum Café stakeholders about 

opportunities to become profitable by analyzing what impact including WPI’s student population might 

have on the café, by conducting research on dining services on college campuses, conducting interviews 

with Quorum’s stakeholders, and analyze past data collected on the customers. We used the following 

methods: research Quorum Café, understand student dining needs, analyze the viability of potential 

scenarios, develop a business and marketing plan. The methods were chosen based on the research 

questions related to net tangible and intangible value of including students to the café, impacts on 

operation and marketing from the change on demand and increasing the engagement of Quorum with 

WPI members. An online survey was used to collect data on the student body and the data was used to 

analyze different scenario analysis as well as creating recommendations for the café.  

From the responses collected from the survey, the data was skewed towards the first-year students 

and the customer segments were identified based the students’ WPI status: first-year students, 

sophomores, upperclassmen, and graduate students. Juniors and seniors were grouped together as 

upperclassmen based on their similarities of most of them living outside of campus and not purchasing 

less meal plans comparted to first-year students and sophomores. Besides the different meal plans they 

have purchased, and how often the students are on campus, there were no other significant differences 

about their dining habits, media habits, and café usage. When asked if they would be interested in visiting 

a café style dining service similar to Quorum, all four customer segments showed interest, therefore we 

recommend that Quorum offer services to undergraduate and graduate students besides faculty and staff. 

Different scenarios were considered to find the best time to have the café offer their services to 

the students. Based on the data collected, students expressed an interest in having dining services open 

later at night as well as providing more healthy options. The best scenario that accommodated students’ 

needs and predicted Quorum would be profitable was serving to faculty and during breakfast hours, then 

serving to students as well during lunch and dinner. Based on this scenario, the café will have to expand 

its hours of operations, adjust their menu, and cover additional costs such as hiring more stuff and adding 

new furniture.  

After picking the best possible scenario, the recommendations below were provided as part of the 

marketing strategy and communication. 
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6.1.0 Email Marketing 

 Email marketing can be used to make the students aware of the services of the café, its location 

and hours of operation, menu options, and discounts. The Quorum Café already sends emails to faculty 

and creating an email list for the students won’t be difficult to implement. The emails could be sent as a 

weekly newsletter to help with the exposure of the café. Usually, the best time for businesses to send out 

emails is Mondays since customers are more likely to check their inboxes at the beginning of the week. 

The emails should be sent out once a week for at least one year mentioning any changes to the menu or 

hours of operations. WPI students receive a large number of emails and might end up ignoring 

promotional emails. The header of the email should have Quorum’s café logo and the date of the week is 

being sent, for example March 20th – March 26th. Then newsletter can be separated by blocks, where the 

first block should showcase the hours of operations, the second block should provide the menu options, 

the third block should advertise any events or workshop taking place that week if any, and the fourth 

block should show the social media handles.  

The goal of implementing email marketing is to generate word of mouth and have the students 

talk to each other about the services being offered by Quorum. The limitation of this recommendation is 

that the Student Government Association (SGA) might not allow advertisement to the students in the 

form of newsletter emails. On SGA’s website, they typically approve some newsletters, however they will 

still have to approve the email before it is sent out to the student body. 

 6.2.0 Social Media Marketing 

Another type of media that helps with generating word of mouth and to keep the conversation 

going are the social media applications. The students are more active on social media and 47% of the 

participants reported they check Instagram several times a day. The café already has an existing Facebook 

page, and this allows them to open an Instagram page directly from there. This allows the users to post the 

same content to Facebook and Instagram at the same time.  

There is not a guideline of how many times a business should post on social media. There are 

accounts that post every day and there are also some that post a few times a week. Since the Quorum café 

is looking into targeting a specific demographic, WPI members, posting three to five times a week would 

help with establishing a presence online. The social media calendar could be organized by choosing three 

days to post photos and videos on the feed and for the other days of the week post at least one story. The 

numbers of days could be changed after analyzing which times the café receives the most engagement. To 
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build up a presence online, Quorum should consider having other accounts share the café’s content on 

their pages. Many other services around campus have an existing Instagram page and they could help the 

café reach the accounts of WPI’s students and members. 

Another strategy to consider when it comes to bringing awareness to the services being offered 

and the place is using a PR story. Some examples of PR stories are sharing the behind the scenes on how 

the menu options are picked up, having the café’s staff talk about their favorite beverage or food item, 

asking the customers what’s their favorite feature of the café, or sharing facts about how to maintain a 

healthy diet. Storytelling helps with providing more content for the social media pages beside posting 

pictures of the place and products. 

On the other hand, Instagram could help collect more data on the customers. The stories on 

Instagram include features such as polls, multiple choice answers, and fill in the blank answers. These 

features can measure which type of menu options are most liked, collecting answers on menu ideas or 

activities that could take place at the café, or asking what the best time is to visit Quorum. The café 

should implement these features at least once a week in their stories to help with keeping up engagement 

and interaction. 

Although opening an Instagram page costs nothing, the café will need someone to run the page. 

They could hire someone as a Social Media Manager, which increases the labor costs, or they could have 

one or two students run the social media pages as part of federal work or an internship. Since Quorum 

would be using the social medias to better advertise to WPI members, there no need to spend long hours 

on social media strategy to gain followers, therefore getting content out and replying to comments or 

questions asked should not take more than one hour per day.  

6.3.0 Event Marketing 
From the interview conducted with dean Perlow, faculty and staff were encouraged to use the 

space to host events, however there wasn’t a specific marketing campaign used for these events. If the 

space of the café increases, faculty and other organizations on campus would benefit from hosting events 

or workshops at Quorum. Event marketing helps with planning and organizing events and bring 

awareness to the brand at the same time. The customers should be aware of how to book the whole café 

for parts of it. The consumers can request to reserve the place by directly reaching out to Quorum, for 

example by email, or they could use 25Live Pro, a website used at WPI to reserve different locations on 

campus. Moreover, the café should promote and market the events through their social media and 
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measure the success of hosting the event by asking the participants to participate on a short survey to 

learn what their opinions were about the place and the food provided. 

6.4.0 Menu Variety and Options 

 With the addition of students, the menu offered will have to be expanded to accommodate the 

preferences of the customers. Right now, the menu options for lunch are sandwiches, paninis, soups, and 

salads. We are recommending having the café open at night and serving students, therefore creating a 

menu for this to accommodate these hours is essential. Based on the responses collected, 119 students 

expressed they agree they wished dining services on campus provided more nutritious options. We would 

recommend adding vegan or vegetarian options to the menu since these groups reported on the survey 

sometimes, they had a stressful time finding dining services on campus that accommodated their needs.  

The café will have to test out different menu options and evaluate which items might be more 

popular with the customers. One way this could be executed is by using one academic year to test out the 

options being offered by changing the menu for lunch and dinner every academic term. The social media 

accounts can be used to ask customers about suggestions to the menu each academic term and the café 

could be considering testing out the suggestions for the upcoming term. At the end of the year, there could 

be a survey sent out through the email newsletter collecting responses about the customers opinions on 

the menu throughout the year, and the choices receiving the most responses could end up on the menu 

permanently. 

6.5.0 Redesigning the Quorum Café  

The Quorum Café offers a place to collaborate and meet with other people and considering the 

current state of the place; there are not enough seats and tables, and moreover there are not enough outlets 

to allow the customers to plug in their devices. The café is closed during winter and summer break and 

this time could be used to redesign the space. Since the summer break runs from May to August, this 

would be the ideal time to plan the layout of the café, the budget that will be needed to cover the costs and 

purchasing the chairs and tables. During A-term and B-term, the café can measure the traffic of customers 

and make any changes needed during winter break when Quorum would be closed. These costs would be 

different from the operations costs since they would have to be covered once. Another factor that should 

be considered is the expansion of the current physical place. Faculty and staff expressed they would want 

the café to provide more chairs and tables, and if students are included during lunch the place could get 
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crowded. Some options to consider are to use the hall at the entrance of Higgins House and outside of the 

location of the café, and also adding a few chairs and tables outdoors. 

6.6.0 Allow Meal Swipes  

If the café decided to incorporate students adding the option for meal swipes would increase the 

use of the space by undergraduates. All first years are on a meal plan and the mean number of swipes left 

at the end of each week is 3.3. 80% of students on a meal plan have at least 1 swipe unused at the end of 

the week. With so many swipes left at the end of the week and the Campus Center directly next to 

Quorum the utilization of the space for people on a meal plan without making quorum take swipes is 

unlikely. Additionally, the mental health benefit of having a late-night option will be reduced if students 

cannot use Quorum because it does not take meal swipes.  

Of all the respondents surveyed 93 of the respondents were on a residential meal plan and 68% 

were on a type of meal plan. This means that it is unlikely that around 50% of the people who responded 

to the survey would be willing to go to Quorum given that most of them have unused meal swipes for 

other locations. 

6.6.0 Conclusions 

  The proposed recommendations provide a framework for exposing the café to students and 

proposing the best times to start planning the changes needed for including students during lunch hours 

and operating later at night. Different strategies will need to be tested for the social media accounts to 

generate engagement between Quorum and the WPI community. Furthermore, the menu options should 

be varying and accommodate different groups of customers. The menu might have to change a few times 

a year to work out the best options for different times of the day. Lastly, meal swipes should definitely be 

considered as a payment option if students are going to be part of the services the café offers.  
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7.0.0 Project Process, Experiences, Challenges, and Learning 
The following chapter is a reflection on the project process and means in which the objectives of 

the project were accomplished. It is the goal of this chapter to address the efficiency and effectiveness the 

team had in completing the the project objectives. 

 Project Process: This project started after a previous project was dissolved, as such the team had 

reduced time to complete the project but felt that the new project outline was handed off from the 

professors effectively. The team could have been more organized and deliberate in their project 

management during the project. At certain points in the project there were many questions about next 

steps, expectations, and methods that could have been eased with improved project management. In the 

final term, the team did outline weekly goals for completing the project that enabled us to keep a better 

schedule. Different project management tools were suggested however they were delayed in favor of 

completing project related tasks. 

The team accomplished the goals of the project by first narrowing the scope to a more focused 

and actionable objective that related specifically to the inclusion of students in Quorum Café. We then 

decided to collect our own data as the needs of the project demanded we understand the students of WPI 

as it relates to dining. The survey took longer and required many reviews before finally being completed. 

In the future, the team would have benefited from creating the survey earlier on and with clearer 

objectives. After the survey was completed, it was an effective tool for the team to analyze marketing and 

operations data for the student body. This data on its own was not enough to draw meaningful 

conclusions so the team interviewed and collected data from stakeholders like Chartwells and the Dean’s 

Office. Despite agreeing on types of data we would be able to access, the team ended up with very limited 

data from Chartwells and the Dean's office. We could have begun queries into this matter earlier and set 

up more frequent meetings with stakeholders that might have led to more relevant data being gathered. 

Despite these limitations, the team was able to estimate much of the information needed but at a cost of 

relevance and accuracy to the project. This project was a good exercise in understanding the limitations of 

survey data and the analysis methods we chose. 

Experiences: Over the course of the project each team member was given the opportunity to 

apply their expertise. The project was roughly segmented into a marketing plan, business plan, and 

economic analysis that allowed each team member to grow and apply the skills of their major. In many 

cases the work of the project required collaboration and a combination of skill sets, however the majority 

of tasks were completed individually when possible. The level of collaboration and integration of 
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different skills could have been improved. The team did discuss strengths and weaknesses early on in the 

project but was not able to seamlessly combine them. The final recommendations could have benefited 

from more collaboration throughout the project. 

Challenges: The project was scheduled to be completed in only two terms after the previous 

project was canceled. This created a challenging timeline for completing all the necessary tasks of the 

project. While we feel successful in doing so, further work can be done to provide a more complete 

answer to the research questions. The additional work should focus on the collection of onsite operations 

data, accurate food cost data, and an assessment of costs related to recommended changes.  

Learning: The project cultivated learning for the team at all stages. While past skills were applied 
the team also had to learn new ones to accomplish the goals. The scenario analysis had to handle 
significant uncertainty to accommodate this, the team investigated and learned new forms of analysis 
designed to account for variation. When Monte Carlo simulations were decided, it was an opportunity to 
learn more about the @Risk add-in for Excel. A significant amount of time was spent becoming familiar 
with the tool and the methods. In addition, the team was able to practice new skills in Qualtrics and 
Tableau.   
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Costs and Annual Profit for Quorum Café in 2019 
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Appendix B: Sample Size Calculations 
 

Sample Targets    
Undergraduate Graduate Total 

Gender    
Male 165 33 198 
Female 97 70 167 
Total 262 103 365 
    
Ethnicity    
White 167 45 211 
Asian 31 6 37 
Hispanic/Latino 23 6 28 
Black/African American 7 4 11 
American Indian/Alaska Native 0 0 0 
Native Hawaiian/ Other Pacific Island 0 0 0 
Two or More Races 9 2 11 
U.S. Nonresident 18 37 55 
Unknown 6 5 11 
Total 262 103 365 
    
Class    
Mass Academy 2 0 2 
Freshman 74 0 74 
Sophomore 68 0 68 
Junior 57 0 57 
Senior  60 0 60 
Graduate 0 103 103 
Total 262 103 365 
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Appendix C: Sample Size Formula 
The sample size of a finite population formula was taken from Eval Academy. The 

following identifies each variable (Eval Academy, n.d.). 

• n is the sample size 
• N is the population size 
• z is the z-score associated with the desired level of confidence (e.g., 1.96 for a 

95% confidence level) 
• p is the estimated proportion of the population with the characteristic of interest 

(often set at 0.5 if there is no prior estimate available) 
• e is the desired margin of error (i.e., the maximum difference between the sample 

estimate and the true population parameter) 
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Appendix D: List of professors and clubs contacted to share the survey 
 

 Professors Contacted Clubs Contacted 
1 Adam Sales Green Team  
2 Carly Thorp Alliance  
3 Gillian Smith Science fiction Society  
4 Matthew Ahrens Crow  
5 Izabela Stroe Grad Students Union 
6 James Dittami Vegetarian Club  
7 Ronald Grimm Running Club  
8 Uma Kumar Cheese Club 
9 Gbetonmasse Somasse Cooking Club 
10 Hermine Vedogbedon Food Recovery  
11 Jim Doyle Theta Nu Xi 
12 Angela Incollingo Rodriguez tea club 
13 Daniel Treku Chess Club 
14 Elizabeth Lingo TechNews 
15 Walter Towner  
16 Robert Sarnie  
17 Michael Buckholt  
18 Bohrer Rose   
19 Rusell Powell  
20 Herman Servatius  
21 Michael Johnson  
22 Chun-Kit Ngan  
23 Torumoy Ghosha  
24 Adrienne Hall-Philips   
25 Kwamie Dunbar  
26 Steve Taylor  
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Appendix E: Survey Questions
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